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ABSTRACT

Future plans of the Lincoln Home National Historic Site as outlined in the Master Plan
(NPS 1970) include the construction of a number of architecturally compatible structures
(i.e. barns, sheds, privies) on various properties located within the site’s historic zone.
Future plans call for the construction of a carriage house and related landscape features on
the rear lot of the Dean House (HS-13). Archaeological investigations, aided by the
limited archival resources available, resulted in the documentation of two nineteenth
century carriage barns and multiple privy pits at the Dean House. These investigations,
which have documented the evolution of the Dean House rear yard during the nineteenth
and early twentieth century, suggest that the original dwelling probably did not have a
carriage house. At an early date, a small frame carriage house (with associated privy) was
constructed. During the middle nineteenth century (circa 1870), this small structure was
either replaced or enlarged to a much more substantial carriage barn. At the same time, a
new privy was constructed. This middle-century carriage barn appears to have remained
relatively intact through the middle-twentieth century. Besides documenting the evolution
of the rear yard landscape at the Dean House, our investigations have also resulted in the
collection of a wide range of artifacts from several well-dated contexts. These artifacts
document a rise in economic prosperity for the site occupants during the middle to late
nineteenth century and a subsequent decline in prosperity during the late nineteenth
through early twentieth centuries. Additionally, these artifacts document a wide range of
activities that occurred at the site through these years and offer insights into the changing
character of the house, outbuildings and individuals that occupied this site.

Cover: Patent medicine bottle recovered from the fecal deposits in Feature 2. Dating the
contents of this feature helped determine the approximate date that a small carriage barn
was replaced by a larger barn at this site. This artifact played a key role in determining
that this feature had been filled (and the large carriage barn constructed) sometime after
ca. 1869-1870.
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INTRODUCTION
The Dean House (HS-13), which is situated on the west side of Eighth Street across from the
home of President Abraham Lincoln, is located on Lot 11 and S1/2, Lot 12, Block 7, of Elijah
Iles’ Addition to the town of Springfield. Currently, the property is incorporated into the Lincoln
Home National Historic Site, which is administered by the Department of the Interior, National
Park Service. The Master Plan (1970) for the Lincoln Home National Historic Site states that
recapturing the historic scene between the two alleys will form the core of the Site’s historic zone.
It further states that restoration of the historic zone will be on two levels: faithful restoration of
existing historic structures and reconstruction. According to current plans, the reconstruction will
be limited to the four-corner properties located at the corner of Eighth and Jackson Streets. With
this in mind, the Lincoln Home NHS has recently restored the Dean House (HS-13) and Arnold
House (HS-20), reconstructed the Arnold House barn, relocated the Corneau House (HS-2) to its
original setting, and is in the process of restoring the Sprigg House (HS-11).1 Additionally, future
plans call for the restoration of the cultural landscape associated with the Dean property through
reconstruction of related landscape features (e.g. architecturally compatible outbuildings such as a
carriage barn and privy).
Unfortunately, little information is known about the rear yard landscape of the Dean House.
Although previous archaeological investigations have been conducted at the Dean House site,
these investigations have been of limited scope (Noble 1989, 1991, 1992). Similarly, the Historic
Structure Report for the Dean House (FWAI 1991) sheds little light on the nature of the middlenineteenth century outbuildings at this site. As such, the National Park Service hoped to uncover
archaeological information regarding the size and configuration of the middle century
outbuildings.
During the fall of 1997, through an indefinite delivery contract with Fischer-Wisnosky Architects
Incorporated (FWAI), the National Park Service contracted for the archaeological investigation of
the suspected location of the Dean House carriage barn.2 FWAI, in turn, subcontracted the
archaeological investigations to Fever River Research, Springfield, Illinois. The main objective of
this work was to identify the number, location and size of the outbuildings associated with the
1

Archaeological investigations at the Arnold Site (in the area of both the original house location and the suspected
barn location) were conducted by the Midwest Archaeological Center (MWAC), National Park Service. The
results of the Arnold House barn investigations were reported in Frost (1997). Limited archaeological
investigations have been conducted at both the Sprigg and Corneau House sites by the MWAC. Brief outlines
describing the results of this work, in the form of trip report memoranda, are available. More in-depth
archaeological investigations at the Sprigg House and the original location of the Corneau House were conducted
by Fever River Research during the summer and fall of 1997. The analysis and report preparation for these two
projects are awaiting contract negotiation with completion expected sometime during the fall of 1998.
2

Delivery Order No. 9, Indefinite Quantities Contract No. 1443CX603097002 between FWAI architects and the
National Park Service. All work conducted by Fever River Research was under the direction of Floyd Mansberger,
director and principal investigator for all projects conducted by the firm. The draft report for this project was
completed in February 1998.
4

rear yard of the property. Additionally, the field objectives were to evaluate the configuration of
the circa 1860 carriage barn located at this site and to mitigate any anticipated impacts of
construction activities associated with the proposed reconstruction and/or replacement of this
missing element of the cultural landscape. This report describes the methods and results of the
investigations conducted by Fever River Research during November and December 1997.

5

Lincoln Home
National Historic Site

Figure 1. Location of the Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois
(Springfield West U.S.G.S. topographic map, 1998).

6

Figure 2. Location of the four-block Lincoln Home National Historic Site (outlined in red)
within the City of Springfield, Sangamon Co., Ills. (Hall 1855). This is the first published
map of the city of Springfield. The Lincoln Home neighborhood was located on the
southeast side of the quickly expanding town. The central business district was arranged
around the state capital building (here outlined in green).

7

Figure 3. Location of the Dean House (HS-13) within the Lincoln Home National Historic
Site, Springfield, Illinois.

8

Figure 4. View of the four-block Lincoln Home neighborhood as it appeared on the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield,
Illinois (Ruger 1867). The Lincoln Home, located at the northeast corner of Jackson and South Eighth Streets, is located
immediately to the right of the number “29.” The Dean House is located across Eighth Street to the west (here circled in red).
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The Dean House is located on Lot 11 and the south half of Lot 12, Block 7, of Elijah Iles’
Addition to the town of Springfield. Elijah Iles, an early Springfield merchant and landowner, and
Pascal Enos donated land in 1821 for the laying out of the original town plat and formation of the
original town’s public square. Iles’ Addition to the town of Springfield, which was later to
become Lincoln’s neighborhood, was platted in 1836. Table 1 summarizes the chain-of-title for
the Dean House property.3
Lots 10 and 11 were purchased by Gershom Jayne from Elijah Iles in May 1837 for the sum of
$750; Lots 12 and 13 were purchased by Abraham Lincoln for $300 in June 1838 (FWAI
1991:2.1). As Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates (1988:4) note, the price of a single, unimproved,
non-corner lot at this point in time was approximately $75. Although it is not clear whether these
two sets of paired lots were improved by this date, the sale price of $200 and $300, respectively,
is well over the suspected sale price of $150 for two unimproved lots and suggests that they either
had been improved by this early date or were highly inflated due to the economic boom just prior
to the Economic Panic of 1857. The sale price of Lots 10 and 11 to Daniel Hill in August 1839
for the sum of $1,000 suggests that substantial improvements, such as a house and outbuildings,
were located on these two lots by that early date. The sale of Lot 11 in 1841 for $600 suggests
that the property had been improved by that date.
Lot 11 was separated from the adjoining lot 12 in early 1841. On May 10th of that year, Daniel
Hill sold Lot 11 to Peter Van Bergen for the sum of $600. The sale price suggests that there was
an improvement on this lot at that time. FWAI (1991:2.1) suggests that Van Bergen probably
purchased this lot (and associated building) as an investment property. Wallace (1904:1316)
noted that “throughout his business career [Van Bergen] dealt extensively in real estate in and
around Springfield.” Van Bergen retained ownership of Lot 11 throughout much of the 1840s.
On March 17, 1849, he sold the property to Harriet Dean for the same price he had paid for it
eight years earlier. The Dean family, consisting of Harriet, her husband Frederick S., and her son
Frederick Irwin, emigrated from New York State sometime after 1840. Only a few days after
purchasing their South Eighth Street residence, Harriet’s husband (Frederick Dean) left for the
California gold fields. A letter written by him, describing his trip to the West, was published in
Springfield’s newspaper, the Sangamo Journal, on August 8, 1849. In Frederick’s absence,
Harriet Dean opened a school which operated from her new house. In November 1848, the
Federal census taker noted the presence of Harriet Dean (age 43) and her son Frederick (age 17)
as the only occupants of the house. At that time, Harriet’s real estate was valued at $700. Russo
suggests that the Deans were a family of modest means (FWAI 1991:2.1-2.3).

3

The chain-of-title information and much of the history summarized here was taken from FWAI’s Historic
Structure Report (FWAI 1991:2.1-2.13), which was authored by Edward Russo. Much of the history for this
property had been previously summarized in Bearss (1969) as well as Banton, Balm and O’Bright (1987).
10

Table 1.
SIMPLIFIED CHAIN-OF-TITLE
DEAN HOUSE (HS-13)
(FWAI 1991:2.9)
GRANTOR
Elijah Iles
Elijah Iles
Gershom Jayne
Jesse Thomas
Daniel Hill
Peter Van Bergen
Abraham Lincoln
Frederick Dean
Benjamin Richards
John Stuart, Jr.
George Brinkerhoff
Ira Brown

GRANTEE
Gershom Jayne
Abraham Lincoln
Jesse Thomas
Daniel Hill
Peter Van Bergen
Harriet Dean
Harriet Dean
Benjamin Richards
John Stuart, Sr.
George Brinkerhoff
George Hofferkamp
George Hofferkamp

LOT NUMBER
10 and 11
12 and 13
10 and 11
10 and 11
11
11
12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
10

AMOUNT
$750.00
$300.00
$750.00
$1,000.00
$600.00
$600.00
$125.00
$505.00
$3,600.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,060.00

DATE
May 12, 1837
June 6, 1838
July 23, 1839
August 22, 1839
May 10, 1841
March 17, 1849
March 30, 1850
August 17, 1861
October 7, 1871
November 2, 1876
August 15, 1877
March 22, 1880

On March 30, 1850, approximately one year after purchasing her new house, Harriet Dean
acquired the south 20 feet of Lot 12 from her neighbor, Abraham Lincoln, for the sum of $125. It
is suspected that it was at that time that an addition was constructed onto the north side of the
original Dean House. The map City of Springfield, which was published in 1854 (Hart and
Mapother 1854), illustrates the L-shaped house present by this date and situated on Lots 11 and
12.
Although Frederick Dean apparently returned to Springfield from his California adventure (as
noted by the Sangamo Journal on December 7, 1850), it appears he did not remain with his wife.
As Russo notes, Springfield’s first city directory, which was published in 1855, lists only “Mrs.
Dean” at her South Eighth Street address and does not mention her husband. The next city
directory, published in 1856, lists Mrs. Dean as a widow. Harriet Dean remained at her South
Eighth Street residence until January 20, 1860. At that time, her son filed an “Application to Try
Question of Insanity” against his mother, and the next day, had her committed to the Illinois State
Hospital for the Insane at Jacksonville. Harriet Dean died three days later and was buried in
Springfield’s Hutchinson Cemetery (FWAI 1991:2.3-2.4).
During the years 1849 through 1859, the house was also occupied by Harriet’s son, Frederick
Irwin Dean, who eventually became the secretary of the Springfield Horticultural Society and an
officer in the Sons of Temperance. In August 1861, Frederick sold the house and grounds to
Matilda and Benjamin Richards for the sum of $505.78. As Russo notes, “this price [was] less
than what Harriet Dean had invested in the property, [and] indicates that few, if any, major
changes had been recently made to it. It may, in fact, have become run down in the previous few
years” (FWAI 1991:2.4). An analysis of the cumulative evidence (e.g., the 1858 city map, the
1861 sales price, the 1865 valuation, and the 1867 Panorama) suggests that it was the Richards
family who remodeled the house into its present configuration. In September 1865, Mr. Richards
secured a mortgage on the property for the sum of $3,000, suggesting that the house had been
11

substantially improved by that time. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Ruger 1867)
documents the large L-shaped house which currently stands at this location. Benjamin Richards
was born in Nicholas County, Kentucky in 1829 and arrived in Sangamon County with his parents
in 1832. A painter and publisher by trade, Richards had ten children, only five of whom survived
to adulthood (FWAI 1991:2.4-2.5).
The Richards family retained ownership of the Dean House through October 1871. At that time,
the family sold the property to John T. Stuart, Sr. for the sum of $3,600. John Stuart’s son (John
Stuart, Jr.) and family occupied the Dean House through 1876 when they sold it to Springfield
capitalist George M. Brinkerhoff for $3,000. Less than one year later, Brinkerhoff sold the
property to a George Hofferkamp, neighborhood resident, for $3,000–the same price that he had
paid for it. In July 1880, George Hofferkamp purchased the small house and lot adjoining his
property to the south, once again uniting Lots 10 and 11. By 1884, he had demolished the small
house that was located on Lot 10 creating a much larger and improved side yard. Members of the
Hofferkamp family occupied this house through 1939. After that date, the house appears in the
local city directories as a duplex–with a separate apartment on the second floor. The house
continued to be used as rental property through 1954. At that time, the house was purchased by
Hugh Garvey, Sr. who converted it into a museum. It was the Garvey family that sold the house
to the United States of America on February 1, 1978, to become part of the Lincoln Home
National Historic Site (FWAI 1991:2.4-2.7).

12

1854

1858
Figure 5. The Dean House as illustrated on two early maps of Springfield. tThe top
illustration is from McManus (1854) and the bottom illustration is from Sides (1858). The
arrows point to the house location.
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THE DEAN HOUSE

Figure 6. Detail of the 1867 [Bird’s Eye View of] Springfield, Illinois (Ruger 1867)
illustrating the Dean House and the intersection of Eighth and Jackson Streets. The
Lincoln Home is the structure immediately to the right of the number “29.” By this date,
Eighth Street had completely been infilled with houses, forming a mature city landscape.
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Figure 7. Detail of the circa 1872 Map of Springfield (Beck and Pauli ca. 1872) illustrating
the Dean House and the intersection of Eighth and Jackson Streets (looking northwest).
The Dean House is circled in red. Note the small carriage house idneicated on the rear of
the lot at this time. The Lincoln Home is at the upper right of the image (and number
“30”).

Figure 8. Detail from the 1873 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, Illinois (Koch 1873)
illustrating the Dean House. Note the absence of a carriage house at the rear of the
property. Whether this is an oversight or reflects reality is not known. Both the circa 1872
Map of Springfield (Beck and Pauli c. 1872) and the 1867 Springfield, Illinois (Ruger 1867)
illustrations poorly depict an outbuilding behind the Dean House (See FWAI 1991:2.162.17).
15

Figure 9. Details of the Dean House and surrounding lots as illustrated on the 1884 (top)
and 1890 (bottom) Sanborn fire insurance maps (Sanborn Map and Publishing Company
1884; Sanborn-Perris Map and Publishing Company 1890).
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Figure 10. Details of the Dean House and surrounding lots as illustrated on the 1896 top)
and 1917 (bottom) Sanborn fire insurance maps (Sanborn Map and Publishing Company
1896; Sanborn-Perris Map and Publishing Company 1917).
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Figure 11. Details of the Dean House and surrounding lots. The top illustration is from
1941 (Sanborn Map and Publishing Company 1941) and the bottom is the 1952 map with
modifications (such as the removal of the Dean garage) that were made to the map as late
as the middle 1960s (Sanborn-Perris Map and Publishing Company 1952, with alterations
through 1965).
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Figure 12. Detail of the single story frame garage located on the rear lot of the Dean House
property during the early 1950s (from sketch drawn by Hugh Garvey, Sr., circa 1952,
FWAI 1991:2.12 and 2.22). This garage first appears on the 1941 Sanborn fire insurance
map; it does not appear on either the 1917 nor 1952 maps. The windows present in this
garage are traditionally referred to as barn or stable sash.

19

ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHODS
Prior to initiating the fieldwork, we familiarized ourselves with the available archival information
(particularly the Sanborn fire insurance maps) regarding the size and location of the Dean House
carriage barn. The most relevant information available was the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map,
which illustrated the location of a large structure nestled within the southwest corner of the
property. Using this information, we scaled off the Sanborn map and predicted where the four
corners of the carriage barn were likely to be located. Once this had been accomplished, we laid
out and excavated three test units in hopes of locating the southeast (Test 1), northeast (Test 2),
and northwest (Test 3) corners of the carriage barn, as indicated on the 1884 Sanborn map. A
fourth excavation unit (Test 4) was excavated immediately adjacent to Test 1 in hopes of
uncovering the west edge of Feature 7, an early privy that was encountered at the base of Test 1.
These four test units were excavated by hand using shovel scraping and troweling methods. Each
test unit was excavated to the base of the historic midden, which was located approximately 60cm
below the existing ground surface. Due to the compact and disturbed nature of the fill found in
this area, we did not screen any of the fill from these excavation units. The objective of
excavating these units by hand was to assess the character of the stratigraphy and determine the
potential integrity of the underlying structural features. We quickly learned that the underlying
ground surface (although relatively undisturbed), was located beneath a thick mantle of very
compact gravel, asphalt, red shale “gravel”, and clay fills deposited during the post 1950s
demolition of the garage that once was located behind the Dean House. 4
Once we had determined the nature of the overlying fills, we proceeded to expose the underlying
ground surface by removing the overburden with the aid of a small John Deere backhoe. We left
the boardwalk intact and did not excavate beneath it. Although this work progressed relatively
slowly, we were able to expose an area of approximately 882 square feet (82.1 square meters)
nestled within the southwest corner of the Dean House yard. Although we intended to stay within
Lot 11, the excavation of Feature 7 indicated that this feature (later redefined as Features 8, 9,
and 10) extended south into the adjoining Lot 10. Therefore, we excavated a small block within
the adjacent lot, exposing the remains of at least three additional features.
With the completion of the overburden removal, we shovel scraped the old ground surface and
exposed all archaeological features. At this time, several elevation shots of the original presettlement ground surface were taken. All features were mapped in plan view, photographed, and
partially excavated. All mapping was tied into the survey pin located at the southwest corner of
Lot 9. Additionally, half of each feature was excavated in arbitrary levels with the majority of the
feature fill being screened through ¼” hardware cloth. Flotation and soil samples were taken for
each feature. At present, the flotation samples have not been processed. Similarly, the faunal and

4

It has been suggested by one reviewer that the available evidence appears to suggest that the “garage” that was
removed from the rear of the Dean property during the early 1950s may, in fact, have been a remnant of the
carriage barn constructed circa 1870.
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floral analyses wait for funding. The second half of each feature was not excavated, and the
features were backfilled with clean sterile sand to assist with their preservation.
In the laboratory, all artifacts were washed, inventoried, and re-bagged into plastic Ziploc
containers for curation. Each provenience (such as a level within a test unit or feature) was
assigned a “lot number”. Appendix I identifies the provenience of all lot numbers assigned during
the 1997 investigations at the Dean House. Appendix II contains a lot by lot inventory of all the
artifacts collected during the course of these investigations. Appendix III contains a summary
table of the artifacts by context (feature). Appendix IV is an analysis of the faunal remains (bone)
that was recovered from these investigations. The faunal analysis was conducted by the Illinois
State Museum Society (Martin and Brand 2003).
The artifact processing and analysis (washing, sorting, tabulating and illustrating) as well as the
report preparation was conducted by Fever River Research at its Springfield office. The artifact
analysis and tabulation for the artifact assemblage (see Appendix III) was designed to isolate both
functional and temporal parameters of the assemblage and consisted of initially subdividing all
collected material into one of seven major functional categories initially defined by Orser, Nekola
and Roark (1987) and revised by Mansberger (1990). Placing these artifacts into functional
categories allows the archaeologists to compare between features the quantity and quality of
artifacts present. Such comparisons allow for a better understanding of where artifacts may have
originated, and what activities were associated with these artifacts. Similarly, these artifact
patterns shed light on the quality of life associated with the individuals and/or families that were
responsible for their deposition in the features (whether privies, trash pits, or middens).
The functional categories used within this report consist of Foodways Service (ceramic and glass
tablewares and other artifacts associated with the serving of foods), Foodways Storage and
Preparation (artifacts associated with the preparation and/or storage of foods), Foodways
Remains (faunal and/or floral remains of foods), Household and/or Furnishings (artifacts
associated with furniture and the furnishing of the home), Labor and/or Activities (artifacts
associated with various non-kitchen or Foodways tasks conducted around the site), Architecture
(physical remains associated with the fabric of the house and/or other buildings), and Personal
and/or Clothing (small items of clothing and personal adornment or use). All notes, photographs,
negatives and artifacts are to be returned to the National Park Service to be curated at the Lincoln
Home National Historic Site.

21

Figure 13. Dean House site plan illustrating the location of the 1997 field investigations in
relationship to Lots 10 and 11, as well as the existing Dean House (HS-13) (adapted from
FWAI 1991:Topographical Site Plan).
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Figure 14. The research was initiated by the hand excavation of four small test units. This
is Test Unit 2 with the northeast corner of the brick perimeter foundation (Feature 3)
exposed. Victoria Sonne is standing on the circa 1840 ground surface.
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Figure 15. With the completion of the hand excavation units, a small backhoe was used to
remove the modern overburden and expose the underlying features.

Figure 16. Once the overburden had been removed with the backhoe, the surface was
shovel scraped and the underlying features (such as this small privy and fragment of
perimeter building foundation) were easily discerned.

24

Figure 17. Upon completing the removal of the overburden, all features were mapped in
plan view and then partially excavated. At least half of each feature was excavated in a
combination of arbitrary and natural stratigraphic levels. Here Victoria Sonne is in the
process of excavating half of a middle-nineteenth-century shaft privy (Feature 2).

25

RESULTS OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Through the excavation of the initial test units we were able to locate fragments of the perimeter
foundation wall believed to have been associated with the 1880s carriage barn. These excavations
also allowed us to understand the site stratigraphy within the rear yard, and identify the depth of
the modern fill deposits overlying the nineteenth century features –thus facilitating the removal of
the overburden with the backhoe. The backhoe excavations exposed numerous subsurface
features, which included discontinuous sections of perimeter foundations (both brick and poured
concrete) associated with two separate carriage houses and attached sheds, multiple privies (both
brick and wood lined), a potential ash and clinker disposal pit, numerous post molds, and a large
“keyhole” cellar. A detailed description of each feature follows. Appendix II contains a detailed
artifact inventory of each feature. Appendix IV contains an artifact summary table which attempts
to separate the upper (post-abandonment) deposits of each feature from the more significant
lower (or primary) deposits. Figure 18 illustrates the relationship of the features to one another
and to the existing property lines.
Feature 1 is a rectangular pit with straight sides and flat bottom. This pit measured 3’0” (92cm)
east/west by an unknown length north/south, extending beneath the adjacent boardwalk.
Minimally, this feature was 5’3” (1.60m) long. The base of this pit was at two different levels; the
north half extended to a depth of 25” (64cm) below the present surface, while the south half
extended to a depth of 33” (84cm) below the present surface. The fill within the pit contains
uniformly mixed topsoil and subsoil with a very loose texture. Although no artifacts were
collected from within this feature, a large piece of asphalt was found very near the base of the
feature. The surface of this feature originated near the base of Zone I (the most recent topsoil fill)
and cuts through the post-1950s fill deposited during the demolition of the most recent garage.5
The presence of the asphalt, the very loose texture of the fill, and the fact that the feature
originated on a post-1950s surface suggests that this feature is of recent origin. Although no
plastic was found at the base of the feature, the rectangular nature of the pit with its straight sides
suggests that it might represent an earlier archaeological test unit.6
Feature 2 is an oval, brick-lined shaft that extends approximately 5’6” (1.68m) below the scraped
surface. The outside dimensions of the shaft are 4’2” (1.27m) east/west by 5’4” (1.63m)
north/south. The inside dimensions of the shaft measure approximately 3’6” (1.07m) east/west by
4’8” (1.42m) north/south. The brick lining was constructed using handmade, soft-mud brick that
were laid with alternating whole and partial brick. No mortar was used in laying up this brick
lining. The floor of the shaft was unlined and consisted of packed subsoil.
5

Each feature was excavated in a combination of arbitrary levels and natural stratigraphic zones. After completion
of the excavation of one half of each feature, the profile wall was drawn, with emphasis being to discern various
soil layers of differing texture, color, and artifact content. Such differing stratigraphic layers are referred to as
“Zones.”
6

Often, archaeologists line the base of a test unit with black plastic prior to backfilling to assist with efforts to
relocate such test pits in the future, should that be necessary.
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Several distinct fill zones were identified within this feature. The upper-most fill (Zone I)
consisted of a cinder-rich topsoil with inclusions of kitchen debris (bone) and demolition debris
(including plaster and brick). An unknown green, granular substance was also present in this fill
zone. The presence of a graphite electrode for an electric arc lamp was present in this fill. Zone
II was a yellowish brown clay subsoil with occasional inclusions of topsoil midden and cinders.
Several large fragments of a grout (or concrete) drain tile were found in this fill zone. Zone III
was similar in character to Zone II except that it contained a much higher concentration of brick
fragments. It is suspected that these bricks originated from the upper of the two holes that had
been knocked into the side of the brick lining and connected Feature 2 with the adjacent Feature
6. Zone IV was a mixture of yellow silt subsoil fill (similar to that in Zone III), cinders, and fecal
matter. Additionally, this fill zone contained a considerable amount of kitchen debris (including
bone, ash, charcoal, and egg shell). Immediately beneath this mixed zone of fecal matter and
sterile subsoil fill was a thin lens of lime (Zone V) which had been deposited over a thick mantle
of fecal matter (Zone VI). The underlying fecal matter of Zone VI contained a wide range of
household debris as well as kitchen refuse (including bone and egg shell). Near the bottom of the
shaft, several brick had been removed within the wall of the brick lining. These voids in the brick
lining allowed water to drain into the adjoining wood-lined pit (Feature 6). The floor of Feature 2
was hard packed sterile subsoil.

Table 2
Subsurface Features Identified At The Dean House
FEATURE
NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DESCRIPTION
Rectangular Pit
Brick-lined Privy
Brick Perimeter
Foundation Wall
Brick-lined Privy
Wood-lined Privy
Wood-lined Clinker Pit
Wood-lined Privy
Wood-lined Privy
Barrel Privy
Keyhole Cellar
Concrete Perimeter
Foundation Wall
Mortar Concentration

DATE
ABANDONED
ca. 1960?
ca. 1870-75
ca. 1965-70
ca. 1885-90
ca. 1910-15
ca. 1870-75
ca. 1840-45
ca. 1840-45
ca. 1860-65
ca. 1855-65
ca. 1965-70
?
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Figure 18. Base map of the 1997 archaeological investigations at the Dean House site, Lincoln Home National Historic Site,
Springfield, Illinois
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Table 3.
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF ARTIFACTS
SELECTED FEATURE CONTEXTS,
DEAN HOUSE SITE, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
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Figure 19. Cross sectional views of Feature 1, Dean House Site. This feature extended
underneath the boardwalk (which remained unexcavated).
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Artifacts from the lower fill zones within this feature were numerous and generally
relatively large indicating the presence of primary disposal practice (see Lot 16, Appendix
II).7 This artifact assemblage was dominated by items from the Personal category (n=
405; or 40.9% of the entire feature assemblage) and Foodways Service (n=218; or 22.0%
of the artifact assemblage) categories. Artifacts from the Foodways Service category
consisted predominately of ceramic and glass tablewares. The ceramic tablewares
included a number of undecorated and relief decorated whitewares as well as ironstones
typical of the middle nineteenth century. A large number of undecorated porcelain
tablewares (including plates, cups, saucers, and handled serving vessels) were also present
in the assemblage. Additionally, numerous fragments of glass tumblers (fluted, ribbed, and
ornate pressed varieties) and jelly glasses, as well as an occasional fragment of glass
stemware and a hand blown cruet, were also recovered. Several fragments of ornate,
pressed glass tumblers (similar to a “Thumbnail and Daisy Pattern”) were found in the
assemblage and are generally of a much finer quality than the more common ribbed and
fluted tumblers.8
Several ceramic tablewares were marked with the name of their manufacturer. An
undecorated oval ironstone platter was marked “ROYAL PATEN[T] / IRONSTONE / T. &
R. BOOTE.” Another relief decorated whiteware plate was marked “IRONSTONE / T. &
R. BOOTE.” This Staffordshire pottery was located in Burslem (England) and produced
a wide range of tablewares from 1842 through 1906 (Godden 1964:84). Two
undecorated whiteware saucers had impressed marks that read “JAS. EDWARDS & SON /
DALEHALL.” James Edwards and Son, also from Burslem, produced whitewares and
ironstones from 1851 through 1882 (Godden 1964:230). A large undecorated ironstone
pitcher was marked with a backstamp that read “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. & G.
MEAKIN.”
This firm, from Hanley (England) began manufacturing whiteware and
ironstones in 1851 and continued throughout the nineteenth century (Godden 1964:426).
These ceramics are reminiscent of tablewares from the circa 1855 through circa 1865
period. An undecorated, oval ironstone soap dish or small serving vessel was marked
“STONE CHINA / PANKHURST & CO. / HANLEY.” J. W. Pankhurst and Company
produced both earthenware and ironstone tablewares from 1850 through 1882. The “&
Co.” was added to their mark in circa 1852 (Godden 1964:481).
Artifacts from the Personal category (which comprised 40.9% of all the artifacts from the
fecal zone) consisted of a wide range of glass bottles and an occasional ceramic item. The
glass bottles included a range of alcohol containers (including at least four whiskey flasks
7

Primary deposits are those contexts where artifacts were intentionally discarded and/or deposited by the
site occupants—such as within an abandoned privy pit. In contrast, secondary deposits are areas where
artifacts inadvertently end up –such as in a midden surrounding a house. Artifacts within primary
deposits are often large, exhibit less mechanical damage, and often represent a relatively large percentage
of the original item. In contrast, artifacts in secondary deposits are generally small, seldom cross mend
with other artifacts, and exhibit lots of mechanical damage.
8

Although this pressed glass pattern is referred to here as a “Thumbnail and Daisy pattern,” McCain
(1979:44-45) refers to it as a “Bull’s Eye and Rosette” pattern. A search for information on this pressed
glass style has turned up little information.
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and three wine bottles) as well as medicine bottles. At least 5 aqua bottles, an amber
bottle, a blue bottle, a rose bottle, and 10 clear bottles were found within this fecal zone.
Two of the clear bottles were pontiled. The blue bottle (with its reinforced extract lip)
was manufactured with a Rickett’s mold.
Although most of the medicine bottles were of the unmarked prescription type, two were
proprietary or patent medicine bottles. A clear bottle with an improved tool lip and ball
neck was marked “OWENS BUCHU / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS..” A second bottle was
embossed “…IA WATER / NUEVA [YO]RK / P. H. DRAKE Y CIA.”
Thomas Owen was an early Springfield druggist. The earliest city directory (which dates
from 1855) indicates that he was in partnership, as a druggist, with a Mr. Birchall. The
Birchall and Owen drug store was located at “10 South Side Public Square.” By 1857,
Owen was in business with his brother (William F.). The firm of “Owen and Brother”
operated their drug store from the same location along the south side of the public square.
The 1865 city directory implies that the drug store was then operated solely by Thomas
Owen. On March 13th of that same year, the drug store owned by Thomas Owen, which
was valued at $35,000, was destroyed by fire (History of Sangamon County 1881:629).
The last year that Thomas Owen was listed in the business directory as a druggist was
1868. The next year, although Thomas’ occupation is listed as a druggist in the personal
directory, he was no longer listed under the business directory. The next city directory,
published in 1873, does not list Thomas Owen as a druggist but indicates that he was a
producer of Patent Medicines. At that time, his occupation was listed as the
superintendent of “Owen’s Buchu Company,” a manufacturer of patent medicines with an
office at 204 South Sixth Street. At that time, the only other manufacturers of patent
medicines in Springfield were Charles Foster and Dr. James Lord (Gould 1873:137). The
1874 Springfield city directory also indicates that Owen was a manufacturer of patent
medicines (Illinois Journal Company 1874:112). The following year, 1875, finds no listing
for Thomas Owen or Owen’s Buchu Manufacturing Company (Illinois Journal Company
1875).
It would appear that this particular bottle was manufactured for Thomas Owen between
circa 1869 and 1874. In 1868, Thomas Owen was still listed as the operator of a drug
store. In that year, several patent medicine manufacturers were enumerated within the city
directory (Western Publishing Company 1868) and Thomas Owen was not within that list.
If Owen was producing this product during his druggist years, it is possible that this bottle
may pre-date 1869. Unfortunately, the next year (1869) does not contain a listing of local
patent medicine manufacturers, and the next available city directory was not published
until 1873. The 1873 city directory clearly indicates that Owen was manufacturing his
patent medicines by that date—well after the destruction of his drug store by fire in 1865.
Owen’s patent medicine manufactory was short lived. By 1875 he was no longer listed in
the city directories. As such, it would appear that although Owen may have established
his patent medicine manufactory as early as 1869, it was most definitely in place by 1873
and abandoned by 1875. At present, it is not known whether Owen was producing this
product earlier during his druggist years.
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Fragments of a clear bottle with an applied tool lip were embossed “…IA WATER /
NUEVA [YO]RK / P. H. DRAKE Y CIA.” This water bottle apparently was manufactured
for Patrick Henry Drake of New York City. The P. H. Drake Company was formed in
1861. In 1871 or 1872, the Lyon Manufacturing Company began production of Drake’s
proprietary medicines. Nonetheless, the P. H. Drake Company continued production of
its medicines (with an address identical to that of the Lyon Manufacturing Company)
through 1884 (and shortly after Drake’s death in 1883). The Drake Company was known
for their Plantation Bitters, Hagan’s Magnolia Balm, and Mexican Mustang Liniment (Fike
1987:33). The fact that this particular bottle was undocumented by Fike (1987) and
embossed in what appears to be Spanish makes this a fairly unusual find for this region.
Several whiskey flasks were also among the Personal category items recovered from this
feature. Two of the flasks identified within this feature were the Shield (or Union) and
Pike’s Peak flasks–both of which were common during the Civil War period. One oval
whiskey flask fragment was marked “… .H. C…” and although this fragmentary whiskey
flask base gave us little information to go on, it probably was manufactured by A and D.
H. Chambers of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. This firm, which was in operation from 1841
through 1888, was known for both their Shield (or Union) and Pike’s Peak whiskey flasks
(See McKearin and Wilson 1978:155-56; Toulouse 1971:37-38 notes that this firm was in
operation from 1843 through 1886). Pike’s Peak flasks, which sensationalized the 1858
gold rush to Colorado, were first produced in 1858 or 1859 and were common for more
than a decade after that date (McKearin and Wilson 1978:635, 496-499). On the obverse
side, Union flasks exhibit a large shield surrounding clasped hands. The clasped hands
represent union and friendship. Surrounding the shield are pinnate leaves that potentially
represent olive branches symbolizing peace. The reverse side of the flask has a flying
eagle carrying a double pennant and shield. These flasks originated in Midwest glass
houses and, like the Pike’s Peak flasks, were common during the Civil War period and
shortly thereafter (McKearin and Wilson 1978:489-91; 646-56).
A round, dark green or black glass bottle base marked “[A.] & D. H. CHAMBERS
PI[ITTSBURGH]” was also found in this feature. The A. & D. H. Chambers glassworks
manufactured this alcohol bottle. During their early years, the firm made green and black
(dark green) bottles and vials, similar to that found in this feature, as well as window glass.
The company is credited with producing the first large-paned cylinder window glass in
America (Toulouse 1971:37-38).
Several other marked bottles, presumably representing alcohol containers, were found
within this feature. An aqua, round bottle manufactured with a two-piece mold and an
applied tool lip was marked “L & W” on its base. This mark probably refers to the firm of
Frederick Lorenz and Thomas Wightman which operated the Pittsburgh Glass Works
beginning in 1851 (after the dissolution of the firm McCully and Company). During the
years 1860-62, the glassworks were leased to the firm Fahnstock, Albree and Company.
After 1862, the glassworks were operated by Moses Lorenz, Thomas Wightman, and
Alexander Nimick. After the death of Moses Lorenz in 1871, the firm was dissolved,
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thereafter being known as Thomas Wightman and Company (Toulouse 1971:338-39). It
would appear that this glass bottle was manufactured circa 1851-1871.
Another aqua, round bottle manufactured with a two-piece mold was marked “F. A. &
CO..” This mark was used by the Pittsburgh firm of Fahnstock, Albree and Company
which operated their glassworks between 1860 and 1862. Although this firm is known
predominately for their glass whiskey flasks, this round bottle probably represents a
druggist bottle (Toulouse 1971:195-96). A clear glass, oval bottle manufactured with a
three-piece, plate-bottom mold was marked “T. A. EVANS… / PITTS….” This bottle was
manufactured by Thomas A. Evans Mastadon Works, which were located in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania between the years 1855 and 1868. Evans was known for a wide range of
bottles and canning jars. Although the small, oval bottle found in this feature may
represent a whiskey flask, its original function is unknown.
Personal hygiene items were also found in the fecal zone of Feature 2. One item of this
nature was the remains of a rose-colored bottle that was embossed “MRS. S. A. [Allen] /
New York.” This paneled proprietary bottle may have held “Mrs. S. A. Allen’s Worlds
Hair Color Restorer” which was introduced ca. 1840. Bottles containing this hair product
were first embossed ca. 1855 (Fike 1987:212). Another Personal category item of interest
found in this feature is a round ironstone jar lid from another hair care product. This lid
had a black transfer printed label that read “THE HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED AT
THE GREAT WORLD’S FAIR TO / COMPOUND POMADE. / A VALUABLE /
OLEAGENINOUS PREPARATION / FOR THE GROWTH AND PRESERVATION OF
THE HAIR. / JULES HAUËL / PERFUMER PHILADELPHIA / 170 CHESTNUT”. The
“Great World’s Fair” referenced by the advertisement refers to either the Great Exhibition
held at the Crystal Palace in London in 1851 or that held at New York City in 1853 (see
Giedion 1967:249-255). Research in Philadelphia city directories indicates that this lid
(and its associated product) was apparently marketed by Hauel sometime between 1853
and 1857.9
The other Personal items of note from this feature consist of toys. A single clay marble,
two fragments of an ironstone tureen, and a porcelain doll’s head were recovered from
this feature. The presence of the toys in this privy pit suggest potentially the presence of
both boy and girl children during the middle nineteenth century.
Less numerous artifacts from the fecal zone of Feature 2 included Foodways Storage and
Preparation items (n=31; or 3.1% of the artifact assemblage from this feature), Foodways
9

Jules Hauel first appears in the 1840-41 Philadelphia city directory as a “Fancy Goods” dealer located at
46 South Third Street. Between 1842 and 1847, Hauel is listed as an “Importer and Perfumer” located at
the same address. From 1848 through 1852, Hauel’s address shifts to 120 Chestnut Street. It is not until
1853 that Hauel (as Jules Hauel and Company) is listed at 170 Chestnut Street; he remains at that address
through 1857 (as and “Importer Fancy Goods and Perfumers”). By 1858, Hauel’s address has shifted to
704 Chestnut Street. Hauel last appears as a Perfumer in the 1866 Philadelphia city directory. Research
in the Philadelphia City Archives was conducted by Archivist Lee Stanley, Philadelphia City Archives,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Letter dated January 21, 2003).
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Remains (n=67; or 6.8% of the assemblage), Clothing (n=40; or 4.0% of the assemblage),
Household (n=104; or 10.5% of the assemblage), Architecture (n=122; or 12.3% of the
assemblage), and Labor/Activities (n=3; or 0.3% of the assemblage). The artifacts from
the Foodways Storage and Preparation category, which were fairly low in number in this
feature, included the remains of a large annular decorated yellowware mixing bowl, an
unidentified Rockingham glazed yellowware item, one blow-over-mold screw-top glass
canning jar (with milk glass lid liners), and fragments of at least two glass food jars (one of
which was a Gothic-paneled, aqua jar). Distinctively absent from this feature were
crockery mixing bowls, jars, and jugs (either redware or stoneware), which were
commonplace within a middle century working house. Although glass canning jars were
present, compared to later features, their numbers were low. The Clothing category
consisted of 15 buttons and 25 leather shoe fragments. The buttons were predominately
of the 4-hole milk glass variety, with one tan-colored glass, one printed milk glass, and
one 4-hole shell button also being recovered. The badly decomposed leather shoe
fragments (with wood fasteners) represent at least 7 individual shoes. The artifacts from
the Household category include numerous unglazed red paste, earthenware flower pot
fragments, an ornate reticulated and gilded porcelain basket, lamp chimney fragments
(blow-over-mold with ground top, sheared top, straight base, and flanged base varieties),
a frosted chimney globe, yellowware chamber pot fragments, and green art glass vase
fragments. The Architecture category is represented by predominately aqua window
glass10 with an occasional machine cut nail, a white porcelain/milk glass door knob
fragment, and two grout drain tile fragments. The grout drain tile fragments were far
more numerous within the upper levels of this feature. These molded (non-extruded)
drain tile appear to date from the middle nineteenth century. The Labor/Activities
category is represented by a single whetstone (for sharpening knives and/or cutting tools),
a ribbed ink well, and a fragment of a writing slate.
Although relatively limited in number, the faunal remains (which comprise the Foodways
Remains category) from this feature were of interest and indicated a relatively diverse diet.
Remains of domestic mammals included pig, cattle, goat, and sheep. Domestic fowl
included chicken, turkey, and potentially duck. Additionally, wild foodstuffs included
remains of white-tailed deer (See Appendix IV).
Based on the size and shape of Feature 2, as well as the presence of fecal matter capped
with lime on the base of the feature, Feature 2 is interpreted as a privy. As will be
discussed later, this privy pit appears to have been located along the north wall of the early
carriage house once present at this site, and the date of abandonment of this privy helps to
date the demolition and/or expansion of the carriage barn at this location. With the
abandonment of this privy (Feature 2), a new privy was constructed adjacent to the north
side of the new carriage house (Feature 4). Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the
10

Window glass gets progressively thicker through the nineteenth century. Several authors (i.e., Orser,
Nekola, and Roark 1987) have established dating formulas based on the average thickness of window
glass within a feature. The multiple sealed contexts at the Dean House lend themselves well to testing
such formulas. At some future date, measuring the thickness of the glass from selected contexts at this
site would be informative.
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exact date of the abandonment of this earlier privy pit (Feature 2). The presence of a
bottle of Owen’s Buchu within the feature suggests that this privy pit probably was
abandoned sometime after ca. 1869.
The quantity and quality of the artifacts within Feature 2 document the household
furnishings, stylistic preferences, and behavior of a fairly well-to-do family within the
Lincoln Home neighborhood during the middle-nineteenth century. The unexcavated
portion of this feature that remains intact within the rear yard of the Dean House has the
potential to contribute significantly more to our understanding of this time period and
family (and warrants protection from any further construction activity). The excavated
half of this feature was backfilled with clean sand in an effort to protect the unexcavated
half, which had partially slumped prior to backfilling.

Figure 20. Features 2 (lower brick lined circular pit) and 6 (upper rectangular pit)
prior to excavation, Dean House Site.
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Figure 21. Plan view of Features 2 (right) and 6 (left), Dean House Site.

Figure 22. View of Features 2 and 6 after excavation, Dean House Site. Only half of
each feature was excavated; upon completion of the partial excavation, the feature
was backfilled with clean sand to protect the unexcavated portion of the features.
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Figure 23. Cross section of Features 2 and 6, Dean House Site.
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Figure 24. Miscellaneous artifacts from Feature 2. The top illustration is a ceramic
jar lid for Jules Hauel Compound Pomade (a hair care product manufactured in
Philadelphia between the years 1853 and 1857). The bottom illustration is of two
worked bone artifacts whose functions are unknown. All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 25. Multiple views of Owen’s Buchu patent medicine bottle. Owen was a
Springfield druggist that turned to the manufacture of patent medicines. This
particular bottle, which was recovered from Feature 2, probably dates from the late
1860s or early 1870s. The image has been slightly reduced in size (the actual bottle
stands approximately 6 9/16” tall).
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Figure 26. The two common whiskey flask styles recovered from within Feature 2
include the Union (or Shield) flasks on the left, and the Pike’s Peak flask on the
right.

Figure 27. Pressed glass tumbler recovered from Feature 2 (actual size). This
pattern has been referred to as the “Bull’s Eye and Rosette” pattern by McCain
(1979:44-45). Our inventories have referred to it as the “Thumbnail and Daisy”
pattern.
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Figure 28. By the 1860s, glass fruit jars were entering the household market. These
two examples were advertised in Russell and Erwin’s 1865 Catalogue of American
Hardware (1865: 375). One of the more successful early glass fruit jars was the
Mason fruit jar, which was patented in 1858. A single example of Mason’s patented
fruit jars was recovered from the late 1860s context of Feature 2. By the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century (and the filling of Feature 5), glass fruit jars
had become plentiful at this site (Association of Preservation Technology 19.

Figure 29. Toys were uncommon from the Dean Site but included a limited number
of marbles (left) and doll parts (middle and right). Artifacts actual size.
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Figure 30. Additionally, fragments of several different china toy tea sets were found
within the assemblage. Artifacts are actual size.
Feature 3 is the discontinuous remains of a brick perimeter foundation wall. Remnants of
this wall, which was constructed from handmade, soft-mud brick, were found near the
suspected corner locations of the carriage house as indicated on the 1884 Sanborn fire
insurance map. This wall was a double course wall that measured 8 ½ to 9” wide (2123cm) and was constructed immediately on top of the ca. 1840 ground surface. The
largest section of this foundation wall was found near the northeast corner of the carriage
barn. At this corner, two courses of brickwork were intact. Only a small section of the
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wall was found intact at the remaining three corners of the carriage house. The wall
fragment found at the southwest corner had been dislodged and was not sitting in its
original location. The sections of foundation wall present at the southwest, northwest,
and northeast corners had been laid with the use of a hard mortar that contained some
Portland cement. In contrast, the foundation remnant located at the southeast corner of
the structure was laid with a soft lime mortar that seems to have contained no Portland
cement. As such, it seems that the foundation wall remnant found at the suspected
southeast corner of the carriage house pre-dates the wall remnants found at the other
corners. The preservation of this wall remnant at this location is probably due to the fact
that it was constructed over the shallow privy (Feature 7) and as the contents of the privy
decomposed and the feature settled, the foundation wall settled to a depth slightly below
the historic ground surface, thus protecting it. Discounting the dislodged wall fragment
found in the southwest corner, this would suggest that the foundation walls along the
north end of the carriage barn were constructed with harder mortar at a later date than the
foundation walls along the south of the building. Additionally, this would suggest that the
foundation wall found at the southeast corner probably represents remnants of the original
pre-1858 structure and that the other foundation remains (especially those along the north
end of the excavation block) probably represent mid-century additions onto, or a
rebuilding of, the original structure. As will be discussed later, this rebuilding of the
carriage house probably occurred circa 1870.
Feature 4 is a rectangular, brick-lined shaft that extends approximately 3’7” (1.10m)
below the scraped surface. The outside dimensions of the upper brick shaft measured 5’3”
(1.60m) east/west by 5’11” (1.80m) north/south. The lower half of the brick shaft was
slightly smaller than the upper shaft with the lower brick shaft stepping in the width of a
single brick on each side of the shaft. The brick lining was constructed using handmade,
soft-mud brick that were laid using a soft, lime mortar; little to no Portland cement was
added to the mortar. The floor of the shaft was covered with a compact clay and/or
mortar with an occasional small fragment of imbedded brick.
Several distinct fill zones were identified within this feature. The upper-most fill (Zone I)
consisted of a cinder-rich fill with large inclusions of coal and clinkers and little to no soil
matrix. Zone II consisted predominately of cinders, clinkers, and ash with very few
artifacts or soil matrix. Zone III was a soil matrix consisting of predominately topsoil with
lenses of yellow subsoil clay, charcoal, and wood fragments. This topsoil fill capped a
layer of intense wood charcoal (Zone IV) that appears to represent the in situ burning of
the above ground frame structure that collapsed into this shaft after it had burned.
Beneath the burned wood layer was a thick deposit of wall plaster (Zone V). Many of
these plaster fragments had the impression of circular sawn lath on them. The
superstructure debris (represented by Zones IV and V) capped the underlying fecal
material of Zone VI. The fecal material was resting on the floor of the feature and was
thickest along the west wall–as if the seats for the privy were located along that particular
wall (and thus the doorway along the east wall). Unlike the earlier privy (Feature 2), this
fecal matter contained few artifacts or kitchen refuse. Few bones, egg shell, or discarded
artifacts were found in this fill suggesting either 1) the feature burned soon after its initial
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construction, or 2) a household trash discard pattern different from that practiced a decade
earlier was in practice at this time. If the latter were true, it would suggest that the family
may have been discarding their household trash at another off-site location.
Time sensitive artifacts within the upper fill levels (Zone III and IV) included a single
wire-drawn nail amidst numerous machine cut nails. The presence of this single wiredrawn nail suggests that the superstructure was constructed with machine cut nails and
that some repair to the structure may have been undertaken with wire drawn nails at a
slightly later date. It is also possible that this single wire-drawn nail represents early
twentieth century debris being discarded within the depression that formed over the top of
this feature. Also of interest within these upper fill zones was the remains of a small, relief
decorated yellowware bowl.
The artifact density from the lower (or fecal) levels of this feature (see Lots 22 and 23)
was very low (n=83) compared to both adjacent Feature 2 (n=990) and Feature 5
(n=845). The predominate artifact class from within this feature fill was from the
Architecture category (n=37) which represented 44.6% of all the artifacts. Artifacts from
the Architecture category included 28 aqua window glass fragments and 9 machine cut
nails. Additionally, numerous fragments of plaster were also noted in the fill. Other
functional categories of artifacts that contained a significant number of items included the
Personal category (n=21, or 25.3% of the artifacts) and the Foodways Service category
(n=12, or 14.5% of the artifacts).
Artifacts from the Personal category included remains of an clear proprietary medicine
bottle with an improved tool finish embossed “THE EVANS / CHEMICAL / COMPANY
/ PROPRIETORS / G / CINCINNATI, O. / U. S. A..” This bottle was found in the upper
fill of Level 2 (Zone III or IV) and probably post-dates the demolition of the aboveground structure. This company manufactured a product that was labeled “BIG G,
Compound of Borated Golden Seal, to Remedy Catarrh, Hay Fever, Irritations,
Inflammation, Ulcerations of Mucous Membranes on Linings of the Nose, Throat,
Stomach and Urinary Organs. Cure for Social Diseases” (Fike 1987:58). Fike (1987:58)
implies that a listing for this firm first appears in the 1885 Cincinnati city directories.
A single proprietary medicine bottle (with improved tool lip) was found in the fecal zone
(Zone VI). This bottle was marked “J. S. FISHER / PRESCRIPTION / DRUGGIST /
SPRINGF[IELD, ILL]”. John Fisher was a local druggist who first appears in the 185758 Springfield city directory as an employee of the Owen and Brother Drug Store. The
firm of “J. S. Fisher and Brother” first appears in the 1868-69 city directory. At that time,
John Fisher was boarding at the St. Nicholas Hotel. The firm appears to drop the “and
Brother” from its name in 1873, and the local directories continue to run a business listing
for the firm through 1907. The 1908 city directory lists “the estate of J. S. Fisher” and
notes that he died on May 28, 1908. The medicine bottle found in this feature probably
was manufactured sometime after 1873 and prior to 1907.
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Other Personal category items included several alcohol bottles and/or flasks. One clear
glass bottle (manufactured with a Rickett’s mold) probably contained a Kentucky whiskey
and was embossed “BOTTLED B[Y] / … TAYLOR & SONS / DISTILLERS
FRANKFORT, KY.” A clear glass picnic flask (with improved tool lip finish) was also
found in this feature fill.
Artifacts from the Foodways Service category located with the underlying fecal layer
included undecorated whiteware cups and saucers and a single handpainted (blue and gilt
banded) soft-paste porcelain saucer. A single undecorated whiteware saucer was marked
“IRON STONE CHINA / WILLIAM FLENTKE.” Flentke operated the Salamander
Pottery Works, which was located in East Liverpool, Ohio, from 1882 through 1886.
This firm produced “Iron Stone China and Fine Decorated Ware” (Gates and Ormerod
1982:46). A second ironstone saucer was marked “JAMES EDWARDS & SON /
DALEHALL” and was similar to those found in the earlier privy (Feature 2). Glass items
from this functional category included a molded lead glass tumbler (with “Thumbnail and
Daisy Pattern”) identical to the examples found in the earlier privy (Feature 2) potentially
suggesting a continuity in family usage between Features 2 and 4.
Foodways Preparation and Storage items were few in number from this feature (n=4, or
only 4.8% of the artifacts from the fecal zone). These artifacts included remains of a waxseal, quart-sized canning jar (with applied tool lip). Although these “canning” jars may
have originally held a commercially prepared food, their presence suggests that the family
may have had a substantial garden by this date, and was preserving food in glass jars.
Additionally, a nearly whole, jigger-molded, Albany-slipped milk pan or mixing bowl and a
couple of fragments of redware were also recovered from this fill zone. Whether the
jigger-molded container was being used as a milk pan (to separate milk fat from whole
milk) or simply as a mixing bowl by this date is not known. If the former, it would imply
that a family cow was stalled in the adjacent carriage barn. The high ratio of glass canning
jars to ceramic teawares suggests a shift away from the more affluent, cosmopolitan
character of the household a decade earlier.
Artifacts from the Clothing category were non-existent from this feature. Similarly, the
Household category was poorly represented (n=3, or only 3.6% of the artifacts). The
three items from the Household category consisted of blow-over-mold glass lamp
chimneys with ground tops. The Labor/Activities category was represented by only four
artifacts (representing 4.8% of the artifacts from this feature fill). These items consisted of
four highly corroded, unfired, rim-fire bullets (that measured approximately .32” to .36” in
diameter by .80” in length) that probably represent revolver ammunition.
Based on its size, shape, and the presence of fecal matter, Feature 4 was easily identified
as a privy. This rectangular frame structure (with a finished plaster interior and exterior
sash windows) probably was a two-seater with the door facing the house to the east. The
large, newly constructed carriage barn was located immediately adjacent to the south of
the privy. Determining both the construction date and demolition date of this feature is
much more difficult to do. It seems that the construction of this privy occurred when
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Figure 31. Feature 4 prior to (left), and after (right) excavation. Only half of this feature was excavated; upon completion of
the partial excavation, the feature was backfilled with clean sand to protect the unexcavated portion of the feature.
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Figure 32. Plan view of Features 4 and 5, Dean House Site.
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Figure 33. Feature 5 after excavation. Only half of this feature was excavated;
upon completion of the partial excavation, the feature was backfilled with clean
sand to protect the unexcavated portion of the feature.
Feature 2 was abandoned, circa 1870. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine whether
these two features may have been contemporaneous for a short while–Feature 4
functioning as a receptacle for human waste while Feature 2 functioned as a receptacle for
household trash. Nonetheless, Feature 4 appears to have been filled shortly after the
destruction of the above ground superstructure by fire. The stratigraphy within this privy
pit suggests that the burned structure collapsed into the privy pit. At the time of the fire,
there was very little fecal matter within the privy pit. This may have been due to the fact
that the privy was very young, or that it had recently been cleaned out. It is also
interesting to speculate that, if the privy was destroyed by fire, would not the adjacent
carriage barn have caught fire also, since they abutted one another? It seems likely, based
on the limited amount of material found in the privy pit, that this fire occurred either in the
late 1880s or early 1890s. Additionally, the 1896 Sanborn map seems to document the
presence of Feature 5, and would suggest that Feature 4 had been filled by that date.
Although the artifact density was extremely low in this feature, there was a strong sense of
continuity between the previous privy (Feature 2) and this feature. Identical molded
tumblers and similar undecorated saucers were found in both features. The unexcavated
portions of this feature contain significant deposits that can contribute to our
understanding of this neighborhood and warrant preservation. The excavated portion of
this feature was backfilled with sand to better protect the unexcavated portion.
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Figure 34. Cross section of Features 4 and 5, Dean House Site.
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Figure 35. Remnants of a glass medicine bottle, recovered from Feature 4, that
contained the Evans Chemical Company’s BIG G compound for the cure of a wide
range of ailments, including catarrh, hay fever, inflammation and ulcerations of
mucous membranes of the nose, throat, stomach and urinary organs. Evans’ BIG G
was also touted as a cure for a wide range of “social” diseases (Fike 1987). Actual
size.
Feature 5 is a rectangular, wood-lined shaft that extends approximately 4’2” (1.276m)
below the scraped surface. The outside dimensions of the feature, at the scraped surface,
measured 5’8” (1.72m) east/west by 6’6” (1.98m) north/south. At approximately one foot
below the scraped surface, the ghost of the original, horizontal wood lining became
apparent. The wood lining appears to have been constructed with wire-drawn nails
(suggesting a post-1895 date of construction). This wood lining was supported by a brick
resting on the dirt floor in each of the pit’s corners. The 3” to 5” (7cm to 13cm) space
located between the wood lining and the undisturbed subsoil walls had been backfilled
with a combination of topsoil, subsoil, and older fecal matter. The inside dimensions of
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the wood-lined shaft measured 4’9” (1.45m) east/west by an unknown distance
north/south. The floor of the shaft was undisturbed subsoil.
The uppermost fill in this pit (Zone I) was of twentieth-century origin and included dense
cinders, clinkers, and coal mixed with a yellow subsoil clay. Resting on top of this fill was
a thin (less than 3” thick) concrete pad that appears to represent an intact concrete floor
that may have been poured over the floor of this structure after the pit had been filled.
Zone II was a thick deposit of dark brown silt with a light to moderate amount of coal
clinkers. This fill zone rested on a very thin lens of lime that had been deposited over a
clinker-rich fill (Zone IV) similar to that above (Zone II). Immediately below this clinkerrich fill zone was a second, and very thick, deposit of lime. This lime had been deposited
over a fecal deposit (Zone VI) that contained numerous artifacts. The artifacts within the
fecal deposit were concentrated within the west side of the feature suggesting that the
overhead seat was located along the west wall of the privy with the doorway along the
east side, facing the house. Although this fecal zone contained a wide range of household
trash such as kitchen tablewares and glass bottles, it does not appear to have functioned as
a waste receptacle for the kitchen trash. Very little bone or egg shell was noted in this fill.
As will be discussed below, the artifacts from this fill zone contained a wide range of
personal items (particularly medicine bottles).
Like Feature 4, this privy pit contained a large number of artifacts (n=845; See Lots 2932), the majority of which originated from the Architecture category (n=297; representing
35.1% of the artifacts from the fecal zone). The second most significant artifact class
from this feature was from the Personal category (n=165; representing 19.5% of the
artifacts). An unusually high percentage of artifacts from the Household category (n=143;
representing 16.9% of the artifacts) were present in this feature. Lesser amounts of
Foodways Service (n=96; or 11.4% of the artifacts), Foodways Storage and Preparation
(n=82; or 9.7% of the artifacts), Foodways Remains (n=10; or 1.2% of the artifacts),
Clothing (n=40; or 4.7% of the artifacts), and Labor/Activities (n=5; or 0.6% of the
artifacts) were recovered from this feature context.
The Architecture category consisted of a large number of aqua window glass fragments
(n=219) and numerous nail fragments (n=76). The number of nails within this feature is
underrepresented by this number as the individual nails within two large “lumps” of fused
nails were not tallied. The large concentration of nails suggests that a container of nails
was discarded in a single event. All nails recovered from within this feature were of the
wire-drawn variety which post-date circa 1890-1900. Although the majority of the nails
recovered from within this feature were found within the interior fill, several were also
recovered from around the outer wall edges. These nails, which originated from within
the plank wall lining, were also of the wire-drawn variety suggesting that this privy pit was
constructed sometime after circa 1890-1900.
Artifacts from the Foodways Service category were relatively low in number (n=96) in this
feature and included an undecorated whiteware saucer and plate, a handpainted (Brown
Tea Lusterware) handled cup, an ironstone handled cup, a brown transfer printed (late
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nineteenth century Art Nouveau style pattern) and handpainted cup and saucer (with
backstamp which reads “RIDGWAYS / STOKE ON TRENT”), two undecorated
whiteware plates (one with backstamp that reads “MADDOCK & GATOR /
STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES / TRADE MARK”; the other with a backstamp that
incorporates the British coat of arms and the words “IRONSTONE / WARRANTED”),
an undecorated whiteware saucer (with an unidentified backstamp which incorporates a
stylized British coat of arms which included a shield with the letters “S. P Co”), a relief
decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone plate, a brown-glazed, yellow-paste, earthenware tea
pot, and at least two jelly glasses. The Ridgways Staffordshire Potteries produced
earthenwares from late 1879 through 1920. The trade-mark used on this particular cup
was registered in 1880 and probably dates to the 1880s period. Neither the Maddock and
Gator nor “S. P Co” marks were identified. The lack of porcelain tablewares from this
feature is in marked contrast to the contents of Feature 2 and strongly suggests the decline
in the socio-economic status of the occupants of this house from the middle nineteenth to
early twentieth centuries.
Glass artifacts from the Foodways Service category included unidentified pressed glass
containers, pressed glass dessert plates, a pressed glass cup plate, and several fragments of
jelly glasses or plain tumblers. The pressed glass cup plate is lead glass and has a heart
pattern that is reminiscent of those illustrated in Webb (1948: Plates 80 and 81). These
cup plates, which were manufactured during the middle to late 1830s and 1840s, have
been attributed to Eastern glass houses, particularly to that located in Sandwich. This cup
plate represents an older, potential heirloom item discarded during the early twentieth
century.
The Foodways Storage and Preparation category (n=82; or 9.7% of the artifacts) was
represented by a single one-gallon, Albany slipped jug, a salt glazed, jigger-molded milk
pan or mixing bowl, two glass condiment jars, and at least fourteen quart-sized glass
canning jars. The canning jars included five screw-top varieties with blow-over molds,
two applied-tool wax sealers, and two machine-made jars. Several of the blow-overmolded jars were embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30th / 1858.” One of the
machine-made jars was embossed “ROOT / MASON” while the other was embossed
“BALL / MASON.” The Root Mason jar was manufactured by the Root Glass Company
of Terre Haute, Indiana. According to Toulouse (1969:263), this firm developed a semiautomatic bottle blowing machine in 1908, immediately prior to the firm being sold to the
Ball Brothers Glass Manufacturing Company in 1909. The Ball Brothers Glass
Manufacturing Company was founded in 1880 in Buffalo, New York. The firm produced
their first canning jars in 1884. The machine-made Ball Mason jar probably was
manufactured during the first decade of the twentieth century. The Root Mason jar
probably was manufactured in 1908-09 (Creswick 1987, Toulouse 1969). One of the
glass condiment jars, which was machine made, was embossed “H. J. HEINZ CO. /
PITTSBURG, U. S. A. / 49”. Although the H. J. Heinz Company was organized in 1888,
this machine made jar (which probably held pickles, relish, or olives) was probably
manufactured during the first decade of the twentieth century (Zumwalt 1980:203).
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Artifacts from the Personal category (n=165, or 19.5% of the artifacts) were second in
number only to the Architecture category. Some of the more unique artifacts from this
feature included two syringes (one hard rubber, the other glass) and an Asian (Chinese?)
coin. The syringes were of both the male and female variety and may have been used for
administering medicine for the cure of sexually transmitted diseases. The coin was an oval
bronze object with a central hole, which had embossed oriental script on each side.
Although this coin may indicate foreign travel and/or trade by the house occupants, it
more than likely represents a decorative element incorporated into a sewing basket–a
common tradition with Oriental baskets even today (J. Phillippe, personal
communication).
The majority of the artifacts from the Personal category consisted of alcohol and medicine
bottles. The alcohol bottles included an amber bottle with a brandy or wine finish, a “shoo
fly” whiskey flask, a picnic flask, a pumpkin seed flask, a pint flask, a dark green wine
bottle, and a cobalt blue bottle with an applied tool Double Oil or Mineral finish. The
cobalt blue bottle, which probably represents a beer or mineral water bottle, was marked
on the base with the letters “A. B. C. CO. / 23.” Unfortunately, this mark has not been
identified.
The majority of the medicine bottles were unmarked prescription-style bottles. One of
these bottles had a basal mark which read “F. & F. CO.”. This mark was unidentified.
Two aqua bottles were recovered which were marked “PISO’S CURE / FOR
CONSUMPTION / HAZELTINE & COMPANY.” This product, which was a cough
syrup, was first introduced by the Hazeltine Company of Warren, Pennsylvania in 1864.
The name was changed to “PISO’S FOR COUGHS AND COLDS” in 1906–suggesting
that these particular bottles pre-date that year (Fike 1987:104). An 1880s advertisement
for Piso’s Cure noted that it “Tastes Good… [and] Cures where all else fails” (Hechtlinger
1970:56).
Also within this fill were two aqua bottles marked “POND”S EXTRACT.” This product
was developed by Theron Pond, of Clinton, Connecticut from witch hazel in 1846. An
1872 advertisement noted that “POND’S EXTRACT–CURES BURNS, BRUISES,
LAMENESS, SORENESS, SORE THOAT, SPRAINS, TOOTHACHE… [AND]
BLEEDING OF THE LUNGS”. Embossed Pond’s Extract containers such as that
recovered from this feature pre-date 1881 (Fike 1987:120). Another aqua bottle from this
feature was marked “NERVE & BONE LINEMENT.” Thomas Barker, of Philadelphia,
introduced this product in 1856. The firm continued to market this product through 1916
or 1917 (Fike 1987:136). At least one small ointment jar was also recovered from this
feature.
An aqua proprietary medicine bottle was embossed “HOOD’S COMPOUND / EXTRACT
/ SARSA / PARILLA” on the front panel, “C. I. HOOD & CO. / / LOWELL MASS.” on
the side panels, and “33” on the base. Hood’s Compound Extract Sarsaparilla contained
16.5% alcohol, and “combined in an agreeable form the medicinal properties of
Sarsaparilla, Mandrake, Gentian, Dock, Dandelion, With Other Approved Alterative And
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Tone Substances”. Charles I. Hood established his drug store in 1870 and six years later
began production of his own medicines. This particular bottle post-dates circa 1876 (Fike
1987:217).
A clear glass prescription medicine bottle with an improved tool lip was embossed
“BURNETT / / BOSTON.” Fike (1987:156) notes that Joseph Burnett established an
apothecary in Boston in 1845. From this location, Burnett marketed his products
(including Cocaine For The Hair, Oriental Tooth Wash, and Kalliston For The Skin). By
the 1930s, the firm exclusively was marketing flavoring extracts. Another clear glass
prescription medicine bottle, from an unidentified company, had an embossed base with an
1894 patent date (“…CO. / U. S. A. / PAT. DEC 11 94”). A milk glass cold cream jar,
with a 1901 patent date and embossed “SATIN-SKIN CREAM / ALBERT F. WOOD
DETROIT / / JAR PAT’D JUNE 1901” was also found in this feature fill.
Two different proprietary medicine bottles also were recovered from the Springfield
druggist John S. Fisher. One was simply marked “J. S. FISHER / PRESCRIPTION /
DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD” while the other was marked “JOHN S. FISHER /
DISPENSING CHEMIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILL..” John Fisher was in business in
Springfield between the years circa 1873 and 1908. A similar bottle was found in Feature
4. Another Springfield druggist was represented in the medicine bottle assemblage. A
clear proprietary bottle with an improved tool lip was embossed “ONLY THE BEST / 4
OZ / DODDS’ / DRUG STORE / SPRINGFIELD, ILL...” The base of this bottle was
embossed “C. L. G. CO..” Richard N. Dodd was a druggist that first appears in the 187475 Springfield city directory. The 1877 city directory noted that he had been born in
Sangamon County, had been in the druggist business for about five years, and kept “a first
class prescription store, and a large stock of everything in his line.” His store was located
on the northwest corner of Fifth and Monroe Streets. In 1920, Dodd is listed as both the
proprietor of the drug store as well as the director of the Ridgely-Farmers State Bank.
The 1921 city directory lists his widow, Annie B. Dodd, suggesting that he had died in late
1920 or early 1921.
Artifacts from the Clothing category were numerous in this feature (n=40; or 4.7% of the
artifacts) and included three unusual loop-shank, shell buttons, one four-hole shell button,
and at least 35 small, black seed beads. Distinctively lacking from this feature were the
ubiquitous milk glass buttons that were common during the nineteenth century. Artifacts
from the Labor/Activities category were few in number (n=4) and included a clear glass
ink bottle, a slate writing pencil, and two fragments of a highly corroded, high-power, rimfire rifle cartridge. The lead projectile from this cartridge measured approximately .29” in
diameter by 1.25” in length; the brass shell casing measured approximately 2.5” in length.
The Household category included 143 artifacts (representing 19.5% of the artifacts). At
least two kerosene lamp reservoir bodies, a non-ferrous metal lamp regulator, several
etched glass lamp globes, a milk glass lamp globe, multiple glass chimneys, a glass vase, a
mirror, and two chemical bottles were recovered from within this feature. The glass
chimney tops were of the sheared (n=1) and hand crimped (n=2) varieties. The chimney
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bases were of the flanged (n=2) and straight (n-2) varieties. The lamp remains found in
this feature were relatively numerous and included not only the chimneys and globes but
also the lamps (reservoir and regulators). The presence of a single glass electric light bulb
suggests that the family may have been switching from kerosene and gas lamps to electric
household lighting during the period that this privy was being filled (circa 1900-1915). An
unusual household item found in this fill was a large, aqua, highly embossed bottle that
contained a pesticide for exterminating bugs. This aqua bottle was embossed “NONPOISONOUS WON’T STAIN / “DEAD STUCK” FOR BUGS / TRADE MARK /
GOTTLIEB MARSHALL & CO. / CASSEL, GERMANY / PHILADELPHIA, PA..”
Based on its size, shape, and the presence of fecal matter in the lower levels of this
feature, Feature 5 was easily identified as a privy. This rectangular frame structure
probably was a two-seater similar in size to that represented by Feature 4. This privy
appears to have been constructed after the demolition of Feature 4, probably during the
late 1880s or early 1890s. Although Sanborn fire insurance maps seldom depict the
location of privies, the 1896 Sanborn map suggests that this structure was in place by that
date. This privy appears to have been located adjacent to the northeast corner of the large
carriage barn, and faced east towards the house. The feature contained a considerable
amount of fecal matter (which was capped by a thick deposit of lime) and a wide range of
artifacts. The artifacts present in the lower fill zone suggest that the privy was abandoned
sometime during the period circa 1910-15 (or slightly thereafter). The artifacts recovered
from this feature not only document the health of the household during these years, but
also suggest that the adjacent house was electrified during the life of this privy. The
excavated portions of this privy were backfilled with clean sand to protect the
unexcavated portions of this feature, which contain significant deposits that can contribute
to our understanding of this neighborhood and warrant preservation.

Figure 36. Coins are relatively rare at archaeological sites, and the Dean House was
no exception. One unusual coin that was recovered from Feature 5 was this Chinese
coin. It is suspected that this coin was sewn onto the surface of a wicker or rattan
sewing basket. Actual size.
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Figure 37. Feature 5 contained proprietary prescription medicine bottles from two
Springfield druggists. These two bottles are from the John S. Fisher drug store and
date from the late nineteenth or very early twentieth century. The bottles are actual
size.
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Figure 38. These proprietary prescription medicine bottles, which were recovered
from Feature 5, were manufactured for Springfield druggist Richard Dodd during
the very late nineteenth or early twentieth century. The bottles are illustrated actual
size.
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Figure 39. This large, aqua chemical bottle (here reduced to 75% of its original size)
held the pesticide “DEAD STUCK / FOR BUGS.” It was found in Feature 5 and
represents an unusual household item found in this feature. During the early
twentieth century, the occupants of the Dean House may have been infested with
household pests such as the cockroach.
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Figure 40. An early twentieth century occupant of the Dean House may have
contracted a sexually transmitted disease. These glass and plastic syringes, which
were recovered from Feature 5, did not have intravenous needles and may have
been used for the application of medication for the cure of such social diseases.

Feature 6 was located immediately adjacent to Feature 2. It is a rectangular, wood-lined
shaft that extends approximately 5’3” (1.60m) below the scraped surface. The outside
dimensions of the feature, at the scraped surface, measured 3’5” (1.04m) east/west by
5’6” (1.68) north/south. At approximately one meter beneath the surface, the ghost of the
original horizontal wood lining became apparent. This wood lining rested directly on the
underlying sterile subsoil. Although the length of the wood lining is unknown, it measured
2’8” (81cm) in width. The floor of this shaft was packed subsoil. Located in the floor
along the east wall of the feature, was a shallow depression that connected this shaft to the
adjacent Feature 2. At the base of Feature 6, someone had tunneled laterally to the
outside surface of the brick lining of Feature 2 and had removed a few bricks to allow
water to drain into this depression. Potentially, some form of pump may have been
positioned on the surface over this depression to allow the privy to be drained. After
some time had passed, this sump had become filled with debris, and someone again
tunneled over to the brick lining of Feature 2. This time the connector was located about
2’9” (84cm) above the floor of Feature 2 and consisted of a much larger hole in the brick
wall.
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The fill within feature 6 was predominately mixed cinders and clinkers. Zone I was a
cinder-rich topsoil that contained a green granular substance similar to that encountered in
the surface of Feature 2. Zones II and III were a mixture of topsoil and subsoil mixed
with considerable amounts of cinders. Zone IV was a cinder rich fill that was mixed with
occasional concentrations of fecal matter. The fecal material present appears to have
originated in Feature 2 having passed through the hole in the brick lining. Zone V and VI
were fecal rich layers that contained lots of cinders. Like Zone IV above, this material
appears to have originated from the adjacent Feature 2. Although we initially suspected
that Feature 6 was a privy, the fill in this feature consisted predominately of cinders with
the minor amounts of fecal material having originated from adjacent Feature 2. None of
the fill zones within this feature contained a high artifact density. Although the feature
contained considerable household fuel waste (clinkers), it contained little or no kitchen
refuse (such as bone, egg shell, and broken artifacts).
Unlike Features 2, 4, and 5, there was not a concentration of large, relatively restorable
artifacts found in the base of Feature 6. The artifacts that were found in this feature were
fairly well distributed throughout the soil profile slightly increasing in density towards the
base (due to their movement into this feature from adjacent Feature 2) and consisted
predominately of small fragmentary items typical of those found in middens. Nonetheless,
several relatively whole items, such as a small octagonal whiteware platter and a couple of
bottles were found more-or-less intact. Although fragmentary, the artifacts from within
this feature were very similar in character to those found in adjacent Feature 2 with several
artifacts actually crossmending with items found in that feature. A fragment of the gilded
and reticulated porcelain basket found in Feature 2 was also found in Feature 6 and
appears to have flowed from Feature 2 into Feature 6 through one of the two holes that
had been knocked through the brick lining of Feature 2.
Due to the character of the fill in this feature, and the lack of a concentration of artifacts
within its base, the artifact discussion summarizes all the artifacts found in the feature
(including the upper levels). Although few large, restorable items were found, a fairly
large number of artifacts were recovered from this feature (n=737; see Lots 33-42)). The
Foodways Service artifacts represented the largest functional category. (n=257; or 34.9%
of the artifacts from this feature). The Architecture (n=166; or 22.5% of the artifacts),
Personal (n=132; or 17.9% of the artifacts), and Foodways Remains (n=13.6%) category
were also well represented within this feature fill. The Foodways Storage and Preparation
(n=18; or 2.4% of the artifacts), Clothing (n=8; or 1.1% of the artifacts), Household
(n=30; or 4.1% of the artifacts), and Labor/Activities (n=5; or 0.7% of the artifacts) were
all poorly represented within this feature.
Artifacts from the Foodways Service category were similar in character to those recovered
from nearby Feature 2. The ceramic table and tea wares included numerous undecorated
whiteware and ironstone plates, cups and saucers, as well as a significant amount of
porcelain table and tea ware. An undecorated whiteware plate fragment had an impressed
mark that read “DAVENPORT / IRONSTONE CHINA.” Associated with this mark was
the distinctive anchor typical of the Davenport pottery. Although difficult to read, the
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number “60” was impressed above the anchor in reference to the 1860 manufacturing date
for this plate. Another whiteware saucer had an impressed mark that read “JAMES
EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL.” Multiple fragments of a relief decorated ironstone
plate decorated in the CERES pattern were found in this feature. This wheat pattern was
first registered by the Staffordshire potters Elsmore and Forster in 1859 and is a common
relief decorated pattern of the 1860s (Wetherbee 1980). Although the majority of the
porcelain wares were undecorated, fragments of a handpainted (blue banded and gilded)
cup were also recovered from this fill. This feature also contained a wide range of pre1860s ceramic wares including edge decorated and transfer printed whitewares. These
small items may have originated from the surrounding middens having been re-deposited
into this feature as it was being filled. Glass artifacts from the Foodways Service category
included fluted tumblers, a cruet, pressed glass stemware and cup plates, and jelly glasses–
all typical of what was recovered from Feature 2. An unusual item recovered from this
feature was a small fragment of a tin-glazed, buff-paste earthenware potentially
representing a fragment of a Delft container.
The Foodways Preparation and Storage category was poorly represented and included
fragments of redware, Albany slipped earthenwares, salt glazed stonewares, as well as
both undecorated and Rockingham-glazed yellowwares. One of the more distinctive items
found within this feature was a large section of a jigger-molded, brown-slipped milk pan
or mixing bowl with an impressed mark “PEORIA POTTERY” on its base. The Peoria
Pottery Company in Peoria, Illinois manufactured this milk pan. It has been difficult to
precisely date the introduction of this jigger-molded milk pan by the Peoria Pottery
Company. Although the Peoria Pottery Company was established circa 1863, the factory
was apparently destroyed by fire sometime during the very late 1860s and was rebuilt
partially during late 1871 or 1872. By 1875, the firm was well known for their production
of milk pans, fruit jars, and flowerpots. Although we suspect that the Peoria Pottery
Company may have been producing jigger-molded milk pans during the late 1860s, we are
confident that they were producing these wares by the early 1870s (circa 1872)
(Mansberger 1990). The suspected 1870-75 filling of this feature is consistent with either
interpretation.
Artifacts from the Personal category (n=165) were numerous and reminiscent of the
materials recovered from Feature 2. The base of a small whiteware jar with a hint of a
black transfer print label on the base may represent the base for the jar lid, which was
found in the adjacent Feature 2. A bone toothbrush handle and a hard rubber barrette
were also found. Both Scroll and Pike’s Peak whiskey flasks represented alcohol bottles.
Body sherds from a dark green or black glass bottle were embossed “…OLFE”. This
fragmentary bottle may have been manufactured for Udolpho Wolfe’s Aromatic Schnapps
which was “a medicinal gin tonic, diuretic, antidyspeptic and invigorating cordial” that was
introduced in New York City in 1848 (Fike 1987:187). An amber bottle manufactured
with a Rickett’s mold and applied tool brandy lip finish had the word “PATENT”
embossed on its shoulder. Although unidentified, this bottle probably contained bitters.
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Figure 41. Jigger-molded milk pans, such as this one manufactured by the Peoria
Pottery Company of nearby Peoria, Illinois and illustrated in their 1880s catalogue,
became common during the early 1870s (Mansberger and Mounce 1990: 27). Whole
milk was placed within these containers within a cool place (such as a cellar) to
allow the butter fat (cream) to separate from the liquid (skim milk). Once this had
been accomplished, the butterfat was churned into butter and the skim milk either
drunk or discarded to the family hog. By the late nineteenth century, and the rise of
the commercial dairy, these containers became common utilitarian bowls within the
kitchen. A large fragment of a milk pan such as that illustrated here, and marked
PEORIA POTTERY, was recovered from Feature 6.

The Clothing category was poorly represented in this feature. Only three milk glass
buttons and 5 leather shoe fragments were found. Artifacts from the Household category
were somewhat more numerous and included unglazed, red-paste earthenware flower
pots, lamp chimneys, milk glass lamp globes, layered red glass, yellowware chamber pot
and spittoon fragments, and several fragments of Parian ware, including what appears to
have been a vase as well as a fragment of a match box lid. The only artifacts from the
Labor/Activities category from this feature were five fragments of a writing slate.
Artifacts from the Architecture category (n=166) were second in number only to the
Foodways Service category. The most numerous item from this category was aqua
window glass (n=93) and machine cut nails (n=51). A single wire-drawn nail was found in
the upper level of the feature and suggests that the upper fill may have been deposited
during the early twentieth century. Two different types of drain tile were found in this
feature. The most common was the molded grout tile similar to that recovered from
Feature 2. Several fragments of a red-paste, extruded stoneware drain tile were also
recovered.
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The function of Feature 6 is unclear. Although the size and configuration of the pit
suggests that it functioned as a privy, the contents of this feature (particularly the lack of
primary deposited fecal matter within the base) suggest otherwise. It appears that,
although Feature 2 may pre-date Feature 6 slightly, they were contemporary features for a
part of their life. During the later years of Feature 2, it appears that Feature 6 functioned
as some form of sump to better drain the privy (Feature 2). Feature 6 may have
secondarily functioned as a disposal pit for cinders. This large rectangular pit seems to
have been abandoned at the same time that Feature 2 was abandoned (circa 1870-75).
Similar features have not been noted in the archaeological record in Springfield. The
unexcavated portions of this feature contain significant deposits that can contribute to our
understanding of this neighborhood and warrant preservation.
Feature 7 was a small rectangular pit encountered beneath the southeast corner of the
original carriage barn perimeter foundation wall (Feature 3). Upon initially discovering
this pit feature, we were under the impression that it represented the remains of a privy
once located within the early carriage barn. As the excavations progressed, it quickly
became apparent that the carriage barn foundations had been constructed over the filled
pit and thus post-dated the privy. This feature was located along the property line
separating Lots 10 and 11 and was contemporary with a second privy (represented by
Feature 8) that was located immediately across the lot line in Lot 10. At the scraped
surface, the two privy pits were not distinguishable from one another.
At the scraped surface, Feature 7 was roughly 3’4” (1.02m) square. This pit had straight
sides, square corners, and extended to a depth of approximately 1’2” (36cm) below the
scraped surface (or approximately 1’4” below the circa 1840 ground surface). The upper
fill (Zones I and II) within Feature 7 was deposited after the construction of the brick
foundation wall that rested on top of this pit. Zone I was predominately a subsoil clay
mixed with topsoil and lots of coal and clinkers. Zone II contained a considerable amount
of wood ash, charcoal, calcined bone, bone, egg shell, and minor amounts of coal,
clinkers, and cinders. Additionally, Zone II contained numerous artifacts dating from the
middle nineteenth century. Of particular interest were the remains of a large Rockingham
glazed yellowware pitcher and a round porcelain bowl with scalloped edges both of which
were practically whole and restorable. This material appears to have been deposited
within the depression that formed within this corner of the carriage house after the initial
decomposition of the privy contents. This material was deposited over a sheet metal
surface that was placed over this depression at some point after the construction of the
carriage barn.
Zones III, IV, and V represent deposits that pre-date the construction of the carriage barn.
Zone III was a dark brown ashy silt with an occasional clinker or small piece of coal and a
very low density of artifacts. This fill probably represents surrounding topsoil midden
deposited into the top of the privy pit after it was abandoned. Zone IV consists of a thin
lens of fecal matter (including concentrations of seeds). Zone V is a dark brown to black
humic silt that is very granular and homogeneous in texture, and except for the lack of
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seeds, probably represents decomposed fecal matter. Except for a large fragment of
brown transfer printed whiteware plate, few artifacts were found in this fill zone.
Artifacts from the lower fill or fecal zones of this feature were few in number (n=4).
Therefore the following discussion summarizes the entire feature contents (see Lots 4347). The majority of the artifacts originated from the upper levels of this feature and
probably was deposited within a depression (located inside the newly constructed carriage
barn) that developed over the filled privy pit. Although this feature was much smaller than
the other privy pits at this site, it still contained numerous artifacts (n=594). The greatest
number of these artifacts was from the Foodways Service category (n=221; representing
37.2% of the artifacts from this feature). The second highest number of artifacts was from
the Foodways Remains category (n=150; representing 25.3% of the artifacts from this
feature). Combined, the Foodways Service and Foodways Remains account for over 65%
of the artifacts from this feature, which is the highest concentration of artifacts from these
two functional categories from all the features at this site. Individually, these totals are
second only to Feature 8, which is the other early, pre-1850s privy at this site. The high
percentage of these two functional categories, along with the presence of calcined bone,
charcoal, ash, and eggshell, argues that the majority of the material in the upper levels of
this feature originated from the periodic discard of kitchen waste into this pit. The
Foodways Storage and Preparation category (n=80; or 13.5% of the artifacts) and
Architecture category (n=87; representing 14.6% of the artifacts) were represented by
nearly equal numbers of artifacts. Considerably less Personal (n=52; or 8.8% of the
artifacts), Clothing (n=3; or 0.5% of the artifacts), Household (n=0), and Labor/Activities
(n=1; or 0.2% of the artifacts) were recovered from this feature.
The Foodways Service category was represented predominately by decorated (annular,
handpainted, transfer printed, and relief decorated) whitewares typical of the late 1830s.
The bulk of the decorated sherds represented red transfer printed tea wares (cups and
saucers) similar to those recovered from the upper levels of Feature 6. Although at least
two separate red transfer printed patterns were noted, only one pattern was identified.
One saucer had a backstamp that read “STONE CHINA / CYRENE / W. ADAMS &
SONS” and an impressed stamp that read “ADAMS.” William Adams used printed marks
such as these from 1819 through 1864 (Godden 1964:21; Williams 1978:248). A large
brown transfer printed whiteware plate fragment (representing half of the plate) was found
resting near the base of the feature within the fecal zone. Although unmarked, this
transfer print pattern is nearly identical to the SICILIAN pattern, which was manufactured
by an unknown English potter (Williams 1978:416). The relief-decorated wares from this
feature were predominately of the ribbed or fluted variety similar to the GOTHIC pattern
that was common during the 1840s. Additionally, a rather significant number (n=38;
representing approximately 23.5% of the refined ceramics from this feature) of porcelain
tableware sherds were recovered from this feature. The majority of these sherds
represented a nearly whole, restorable bowl that had a relief decorated, scalloped edge.
Additionally, minor amounts of transfer printed (blue and black) pearlwares were
recovered from within this feature.
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Foodways Service artifacts manufactured from glass were extremely numerous from this
feature (n=59) and comprised 26.7% of the Foodways Service artifacts. This high
percentage of glass tablewares is unusual for this period and may be indicative of the
socio-economic well being of the site occupants. The high percentage of porcelain
tablewares discussed above also reflects the economic well-being of the family that was
responsible for these artifacts. The other glass tablewares include a large number of fluted
tumblers (many of which are pontiled), a cruet (with interior ground stopper), a round lead
glass tumbler with etched floral design, and a pressed glass cup plate (with a star pattern).
Artifacts from the Foodways Remains category included a wide range of bones associated
with both food and non-food creatures. Domestic mammal remains from pig, cattle,
sheep, and possible goat predominated the assemblage. Additionally, non-domestic rabbit
was also present. Fowl remains included domestic chicken and turkey, as well as wild
Canada goose. Nonfood remains were represented by the Old World rat. Additionally, a
non-food related item recovered from this feature was a sawed oval section of ivory from
either an African or Asian elephant (which was originally thought to represent a section of
polished horn) was recovered from the surface of this feature. This piece of ivory is rather
unique for an Illinois archaeological assemblage.
Foodways Storage and Preparation items were much less numerous (n=80) and included
redware (jugs, jars, and bowls), and stoneware containers, aqua glass condiment jars and
pepper sauce bottles with Gothic paneled sides, and a large Rockingham-glazed
yellowware pitcher. It is interesting to note that no Albany slipped earthenware crockery
was recovered from this feature.
Artifacts from the Personal category also were few in number (n=52) and included
fragments of a large dark green or black glass case bottle with applied tool lip finish
(embossed “…ARSAP… / …ALBA… / N…”) and several fragments of small, pontiled,
fragile-lipped vials. The unidentified Sarsaparilla bottle was potentially manufactured for
Dr. Townsend. Smoking related artifacts were rare from this site. The only smoking
pipes recovered from this site consist of the four kaolin pipe fragments (stem and bowls)
recovered from this feature. Artifacts from the Clothing category included two milk glass
buttons and a single shell button (all of the four-hole variety). The Architecture category
was represented only by aqua window glass and machine cut nails.
Based on the presence of the fecal matter, this shallow, square pit is interpreted as a privy.
The shallow, wood-lined nature of the feature, as well as the artifacts found within it,
suggest that the use of this privy dates to the initial occupation of the site during the late
1830s and 1840s. Sometime during the 1840s, the privy was abandoned and a brick
perimeter foundation (presumably for the first carriage house constructed on this lot) was
constructed over the filled privy pit. Due to the significance of this early feature, its
shallow nature, and the location of the feature in a location that would result in its total
destruction if a new carriage barn were to be constructed, this feature was completely
excavated.
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Figure 42. Cross section of Feature 7, Dean House Site.
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Figure 43. Plan view of Features 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12, Dean House Site.
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Figure 44. View of Feature 7 prior to (top) and during (bottom) excavation. Note
the relationship of the brick perimeter foundation wall (Feature 3) to the pit feature.
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Figure 45. Teawares decorated with the CYRENE transfer print pattern, and manufactured by W. Adams and Son, were
found in the upper fill levels of Feature 7. This particular plate, which did not originate from the Dean House Site, is
decorated in the CYRENE pattern. Actual size.
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Figure 46. This large fragment of brown transfer printed whiteware plate was
found near the base of Feature 7. Although unmarked, it is nearly identical to the
SICILIAN pattern, which was manufactured by an unknown British potter during
the period ca. 1830 to 1850. This image has been reduced slightly.
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Figure 47. Feature 7 contained a high percentage of glass tablewares. Although the majority of these glass tablewares were
fluted tumblers, several fragments of a pressed glass cup plate decorated with a star pattern (right) were recovered from this
feature. Glass cup plates decorated with a heart pattern (and potentially attributed to Eastern glass houses such as those at
Sandwich) also were found in Feature 5 (left). These artifacts were manufactured during the late 1830s or 1840s (actual size).
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Figure 48. Smoking related artifacts were rare from the Dean House Site. The only
pipe fragments recovered from the site were the four fragments of this pipe that
were recovered from the upper levels of Feature 7. Actual size.

Feature 8 is a shallow, rectangular pit located on Lot 10 immediately south of Feature 7.
This pit, which measures approximately 3’7” (1.09m) north/south by 4’6” (1.37m)
east/west, extended to a depth of 1’4” (41cm) below the circa 1840 ground surface and
appears to have been wood-lined. The ghost of the thick plank lining was apparent within
the southwest corner of the feature. The presence of fecal material near its base, and the
general shape of this pit feature, suggests that it originally functioned as a privy.
This early feature, which appears to have been contemporary with Feature 7, was
disturbed by the construction of the entrance steps leading into a large, probably woodlined cellar (see discussion of Feature 10). During the demolition of this cellar (which
occurred during the middle nineteenth century), a small barrel was set into the bottom of
these entrance steps. This barrel (see discussion of Feature 9) functioned as a small privy
that serviced the occupants of Lot 10 during the middle nineteenth century. Although
little of this feature remained intact, the fill within it was very similar to that identified in
Feature 7. A thin lens of dark humic silt was located on the base of the pit. Immediately
above that was located a thin lens of fecal matter consisting predominately of seeds.
Above the fecal matter was a thick deposit of dark brown silt.
Since much of this feature had been disturbed by the construction of Feature 9 and 10,
most of the artifacts that originated within this privy had been mixed with these two
features. Nonetheless, a small artifact assemblage (n=96) was isolated from these later
features. The artifact functional categories for this feature are very similar to those for
Feature 7 that is the other pre-1850s privy pit located at this site. Feature 8 was
represented by 42.7% Foodways Service (n=41), 15.6% Foodways Storage and
Preparation (n=15), 15.6% Foodways Remains (n=15), 2.1% Personal (n=2), 2.1%
Clothing (n=2), 1.0% Household (n=1), and 20.8% Architecture (n=20) (see Lots 48, 52,
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53, and 57). Foodways Service items included purple transfer printed whiteware
handleless cups, a large blue transfer printed whiteware serving bowl, several edge
decorated serving vessels (one with a beaded edge), and a small fragment of a yellowware
plate. An unusual artifact recovered from within this feature was the fragment of a
yellowware plate. Although yellowware plates are uncommon during this period, they
were also found at the nearby Cook House Site (Mansberger 1987). An early nineteenth
century, annular decorated pearlware Chinese-shaped bowl was also recovered from this
feature. Another unusual item recovered from the fill of this feature include a whole shell
of the channeled whelk. As Martin and Brand (2003) note, this marine gastropod occurs
in the Atlantic Ocean coastal waters from Massachusetts to Florida. Martin and Brand
(2003) suggest that both this whelk and the previously noted ivory tusk fragment
represent personally-collected objects that were valued as curiosities.

Figure 49. View of Features 8, 9, and 10 during excavation. Feature 8 is the large,
shallow feature along the outside edge; Feature 9 is the long, rectangular bulkhead
entranceway in the center; Feature 10 is the circular depression (interpreted as a
barrel privy) located in the center.
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Feature 9 is the remains of a small circular pit located in the center of Feature 8. This
circular pit was approximately 1’8” (51cm) in diameter and appears to represent the
remains of a barrel that was set on the bottom step of the bulkhead entranceway leading
into the adjacent cellar (Feature 10). The profile suggests that the circular shaft may have
been at least 3’3” (0.99m) deep, as the floor of the shaft was located at that depth beneath
the circa 1850 ground surface. As such, it would appear that this round shaft was
constructed with two short barrels stacked one on top of the other.
The fill within the base of this feature consisted of fecal matter (dark brown humic silts
and seeds) and numerous artifacts (Zone IV). This fecal material was capped by a thin
deposit of cinders and clinkers (Zone III), which was capped by a thick deposit of
yellowish brown silty clay subsoil fill mixed with a considerable amount of coal and
clinkers (Zone II). Apparently, after the feature had settled, the depression was capped
with a thin deposit of humic fill that contained an abundance of wood ash and cinders
(Zone I).

Figure 50. Several small glass medicinal vials such as this one were recovered from
Feature 8 (left) as well as feature 7 (right). These vials are a common feature of the
late 1830s and 1840s. Actual size.
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Actual size

75% Actual Size

Figure 51. Although the artifact density in Feature 8 was fairly low, several large
fragments of ceramics were recovered from this feature and included the LondonUrn shaped purple transfer printed cup (top; actual size) and the blue transfer
printed serving bowl (bottom; reduced 75%). Neither pattern was identified.
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Figure 52. Several fragments of this annular decorated pearlware bowl were found in Feature 8. This pearlware bowl, which
exhibits a traditional Chinese tea-bowl shape, is reminiscent of an 1810s or 1820s bowl and probably represents an older
utilitarian kitchen bowl discarded during the late 1830s or 1840s. Actual size.
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Figure 53. Architectural hardware was uncommon from the Dean House features.
This hand forged iron pintle (a utilitarian outbuilding door or gate hinge) was found
in Feature 8 (side and top views, reproduced at 80% actual size).

The artifacts found within the base of this feature are indicative of a middle nineteenth
century deposition. During the excavation of this feature, it was difficult to distinguish
between the fill of the barrel privy and the lower, artifact-rich deposits of the adjacent
cellar. As such, some mixing of the artifacts from these two features probably occurred.
The artifacts from this feature (Feature 9) were reminiscent of the middle nineteenth
century artifacts found in the adjacent Feature 7 (see Lots 56 and 59). Ceramic hallmarks
from this feature include a purple transfer printed whiteware plate with a backstamp that
reads “[BOL]OGNA,” an undecorated oval ironstone platter with an impressed mark that
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reads “IRONSTONE / CHINA / E. CHALLINER & CO..” The BOLOGNA pattern was
printed and marked by William Adams and Sons. According to Williams (1978:201), this
plate was manufactured circa 1830 to 1840. Additionally, an undecorated handleless cup
manufactured in the St. Dennis shape, was also found in this feature fill. Another item of
note was a clear glass bottle with an improved tool lip which was embossed on its side
panels “ROCHESTER // CHEMICAL WORKS.” Rochester city directories from the
early twentieth century list the Rochester Chemical Company (which may represent the
same company as the Rochester Chemical Works) as a manufacturer of polishes.
Unfortunately, no information is known about this firm’s products during the middle
nineteenth century (Fike 1987:48).
Based on its contents (particularly the presence of the fecal material), this feature has been
interpreted as a small barrel privy pit. Similar nineteenth century privies have been noted
at urban sites (cf. Mansberger 1995). This privy pit was probably created by placing a
barrel within the open bulkhead entranceway of the adjacent cellar (Feature 10)
immediately prior to the filling of this cellar. This probably occurred sometime during the
1850s or early 1860s. It also seems apparent that the barrel privy was filled shortly after
its construction (potentially during the late 1850s or 1860s), and that the privy did not
function for a long period of time.
Feature 10 represents the remains of a wood-lined cellar located along the north edge of
Lot 10. Only the narrow bulkhead entrance way (which contained frame steps leading
into the main cellar) was exposed within our excavation unit with the main cellar being
located immediately east of our excavation block. The bulkhead entranceway is
represented by a stepped trench approximately 1’8” (51cm) wide by 4’ 1” (1.25m) long.
The far (or western) end of the trench was excavated to a depth of approximately 2’0”
(61cm) below the circa 1850 ground surface (or 8”/20cm below the base of Feature 8).
Approximately 1’4” (41cm) from the end of the trench, the bulkhead entranceway stepped
down another 1’4” (41cm) to a level even with the base or floor of the cellar. Although
no clear evidence was encountered, it is suspected that this trench was wood lined. At the
far eastern end of our excavations, the trench flared out dramatically as it entered what
appears to be the main body of a cellar. At that point along our profile wall, the feature
was 2’11” (90cm) wide and was apparently flaring to an unknown width.
The upper fill zones within this feature consisted of various lenses of cinders, ash, and
light yellowish brown silty clay soil that was placed down to fill the depression that had
developed over this feature. These fills probably date to the early twentieth century.
Immediately below these deposits was a mottled yellowish brown and dark yellowish
brown fill consisting of uniformly mixed topsoil and subsoil. Immediately below this fill
zone was a deposit of granular, dark brown to black silt that probably represents redeposited topsoils. This dark, humic fill overlaid a thin, mixed topsoil and subsoil fill that
capped a black organic and artifact-rich deposit that was located on the cellar floor. This
artifact-rich deposit was approximately 20cm thick and contained a wide range of large
artifacts dating from the middle nineteenth century (see Lot 60).
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Although we excavated only a small portion of the cellar, we recovered numerous bones, a
restorable glass canning jar (with applied wax seal finish and graphite pontil), a large
fragment of redware milk pan or mixing bowl (which exhibits evidence of fire scorching or
open-hearth cooking on its base), glass tumbler fragments, a whiteware platter, and a relief
decorated (ribbed pattern) whiteware plate with a backstamp marked “STONE CHINA /
JAMES EDWARDS / & SON, DALEHALL.” James Edwards and Son began production
of earthenwares and ironstones in Dale Hall, Burslem beginning in 1851.
Based on the configuration of this feature (with its large square or rectangular body and
long narrow entranceway), this feature has been interpreted as a wood-lined cellar. The
location of the cellar within the rear yard of this property suggests that it was either
located beneath an outbuilding (such as a shed or carriage barn) or covered with a
combination frame and earthen structure typical of many nineteenth century “root cellars”
particularly within rural contexts. Similar exterior cellars have recently been identified at
the adjacent Corneau House site located in an urban context in the Lincoln Home
neighborhood. Based on the circa 1840s abandonment date assigned to Feature 8, we
suspect that this cellar was constructed sometime during the 1840s. Although we have
excavated only a small portion of this feature, and have only a small sample of artifacts to
interpret, the artifact assemblage from within this feature appears to date from the late
1850s or 1860s, suggesting that the cellar was abandoned around that date. Only a small
portion of this feature was excavated. Due to its size and contents, this middle nineteenth
century feature has great interpretive value and warrants preservation. Any proposed
construction activity within this area should be planned to avoid this feature. If the feature
cannot be avoided, mitigation (through complete excavation of the feature) should be
undertaken.
Feature 11 is a short of a north/south running, concrete, perimeter foundation wall that
was located near the northeast corner of our excavation block, immediately east of Feature
5. This wall is approximately 8” (20cm) wide by 7’6” (2.28m) long. This foundation wall
represents the east wall of the wing that appears to have been constructed onto the north
end of the existing carriage barn. Based on the location of this foundation wall, it would
appear that it might have been poured between two brick piers. This enlarged outbuilding,
which probably functioned as a garage (and not a carriage barn), was constructed probably
sometime during the late 1910s or 1920s (as the building is not illustrated on the 1917
Sanborn fire insurance map but is on the 1941 map).
Feature 12 is a concentration of early mortar sitting on the circa 1840s ground surface
and discovered on Lot 10 immediately south of Features 8, 9, and 10. Only the edge of
this feature was encountered during the course of these investigations. This feature, which
may represent a construction-related activity area or the remains of a foundation wall, was
not exposed or excavated and awaits further investigation at some future date.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the objectives of the archaeological research at the Dean House Site was to
locate the remains of the middle nineteenth century carriage barn and related landscape
features that were once present at this site, the archaeological research has documented a
series of events that occurred on the rear of the Dean lot. The combined archaeological
and documentary evidence suggests that the original house (which was a small single pen
dwelling) apparently sat without a carriage barn. A shallow privy was located within the
rear yard. By the late 1840s or early 1850s, a small, frame carriage barn was constructed
in the rear yard. The construction of this barn resulted in the demolition of the early privy
and the construction of a new privy along the north side of the barn. At a later date, the
small carriage barn was replaced by a much larger barn sometime during the middle
nineteenth century. The date that the barn was enlarged is significant, as the goal of the
National Park Service is to reconstruct the structure that was present during the period of
interpretation of the Dean House (ca. 1861-67).
The details of the events that occurred on the rear of the Dean House lot, ordered from
earliest to latest, are discussed below:
1. A shallow, square privy (represented by Feature 7) was constructed along the
south property line of Lot 11. This privy, which was associated with the original
single pen dwelling (See FWAI 1991: Building Chronology), was probably in use
during the late 1830s through middle 1840s and was abandoned sometime during the
later 1840s or early 1850s. Documentary information suggests that Lot 10 was
separated from Lot 11 in early 1841. It is very possible that this particular privy was
constructed for the Van Bergen family as late as 1841 and filled shortly after the
purchase of the property by Harriet Dean in 1849. A contemporary privy (Feature 8),
which was of similar construction, was located immediately across the property line
to the south and associated with the occupants of Lot 10.
2. A small carriage house was constructed at the southwest corner of the Dean lot.
The southeast corner of this carriage barn, which appears to have had a shallow brick
foundation set at or near the historic grade, sat over the previously filled privy
(Feature 7). A fence was constructed along the rear alley extending from the
northwest corner of the carriage barn. This fence line is represented by a series of
post holes along the rear property line. The documentary evidence varies as to the
size of this barn. The 1854 city map suggests that it was approximately 20’ square,
while the 1858 city map suggests that it was approximately 15’ by 20’ in size. The
archaeological evidence (i.e. the remnant brick foundation in the southeast corner of
the site and the position of the first post hole at the northwest corner) suggests that
the structure was approximately 19’-20’ (north/south) by 20’0” (east/west) in size.
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This small structure, which contained approximately 400 square feet, is similar in size
to the “Cottage Stable for One Horse” illustrated in Alexander Jackson Downing’s
Architecture of Country Houses (1850; reprinted in 1969). According to Downing
(1850:240), carriage barns of this size “would furnish all the conveniences, so far as
necessary, to professional men and gentlemen near towns… [and] the cost of my
stable, 30 feet square, would not, in Illinois, be more than from $160 to $300, built in
the plainest manner; and not more than from $300 to $600, built in the best mode,
and painted white or any other color preferred.” According to Downing, the smaller
“Cottage Stable for One Horse” could be constructed for an estimated cost of
approximately $100 to $300. In 1861, Lincoln’s carriage barn, which was of a similar
size, was insured for the sum of $75 (Mansberger 1987:167; Bearss 1969:13).
The best information that we have available as to when this small carriage barn was
constructed is based on the artifacts found in the sealed privy (Feature 7) upon which
the foundations of the carriage barn rest. This feature appears to have been filled
during the late 1840s or very early 1850s. Combined with the documentary
information at hand, this small carriage barn may have been constructed shortly
before or after Harriet Dean purchased the property in March 1849. Mrs. Dean
appears to have substantially remodeled her house during early 1850 and it is not
unlikely that she constructed a carriage barn on her property at the same time. At any
rate, this barn was in place by the publication of the 1854 city map.
3. Shortly after or potentially contemporaneous with the construction of the carriage
barn, a new privy was constructed. This privy (Feature 2), which was a deep, bricklined, oval shaft, was centered along the north wall of the carriage barn.
Unfortunately, little information is available as to when this privy was constructed.
The use of soft-mud brick place the construction of this feature within the early to
middle nineteenth century. As will be discussed later, more information is available as
to when this feature was abandoned.
4. Sometime during the life of this privy (Feature 2), a deep wood-lined pit (Feature
6) was excavated along the privy’s west (back) side between the rear of the privy and
the alley. The base of this pit was connected to the privy as if it may have functioned
as a drain. At some later date, another hole was punched through the wall of the
adjacent brick privy to connect the two features. Although this pit had some fecal
matter within it, the fecal matter appears to have originated as overflow from the
adjacent privy. The majority of the fill from this feature consisted of cinders and
clinkers. Our interpretation is that this feature functioned primarily as a disposal pit
for cinders and secondarily as a sump for the adjacent privy. This feature was
abandoned and filled at the same time that the adjacent privy (Feature 2) was
abandoned and filled.
5. Sometime shortly after the Civil War, the carriage barn was either enlarged or
completely rebuilt. This second carriage barn, which is represented on the 1884
Sanborn fire insurance map, is represented by a remnant section of brick foundation
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wall located along what was once the northeast corner of the structure. Although the
brick used in the construction of this wall were similar to those used in the foundation
wall of the earlier carriage house foundation (being of the soft mud, handmanufactured variety), the mortars used in the construction of the two were very
different. The mortar used in the first carriage barn was soft, brown, and contained
little to no Portland cement. In contrast, the mortar used in the second carriage barn
foundation was harder and whiter –the result of the use of Portland cement in the
mortar mix. As with the earlier foundation wall, this later wall was shallow having
been constructed at, or near, the historic grade. The archaeological evidence
suggests that this structure was approximately 20’0” (east/west) by 36’6”
(north/south), which agrees very well with the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map.
This barn is similar in size to that illustrated by Downing as a “Model Cottage Stable”
(Downing 1850; reprinted in 1969).
Although the larger barn was in place by the publication of the 1884 Sanborn map, its
date of construction is not easily determined. The best evidence that we have
regarding the construction date of this new carriage barn is the artifacts sealed in
Feature 2 (the oval, brick lined privy that was located along the north wall of the
original carriage barn and filled when the barn was enlarged). The preliminary
analysis of the material found in this feature (Feature 2) suggests that it contains a
wide range of household items discarded during the very late 1860s or early 1870s.
Although some of the items found in this feature probably were manufactured during
the 1850s, the majority of the ceramic and glass artifacts are consistent with an 1860s
date of manufacture. For our dating purposes, the most significant artifact found in
the feature was an embossed bottle manufactured for Owen’s Buchu Manufacturing
Company, a Springfield firm which made patent medicines. As is discussed in the
previous text, it would appear that this bottle was manufactured sometime between
ca. 1869 and 1874, and as such, would suggest that this feature (Feature 2) probably
was filled sometime during the very early 1870s (ca. 1870-75).
The increase in sales price between 1861 and 1871 clearly suggests that the Richards
family had improved their landholdings (with the remodeling of the house and
construction of a new carriage barn) by the sale of their property in 1871. Although
the chain-of-title research would suggest that this carriage barn may have been
constructed during the latter years of the Richards occupation of the house (ca. 186971), the 1873 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Koch 1873, see Figure 3) fails to
indicate a carriage barn behind the Dean House. Assuming that the Koch (1873)
illustration was drawn ca. 1872 (and published in 1873), it would seem logical to
suspect that the carriage barn was not constructed until shortly after that date (and
within the Stuart family’s occupation).
6. Probably constructed at the same time, or very shortly after the large carriage
barn, was a new, square privy (Feature 4) –the third in the series of privies on this lot.
As with the earlier privy, this small outbuilding was centered along the north
(presumably gable-) end of the new carriage barn. This new privy was large
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(probably representing multiple seats) and had a substantial brick lining. The
archaeological excavation of this feature suggests that the superstructure (which had
burned) was of frame construction and had window sash as well as a finished
(plastered) interior. Although the artifacts found in this feature were few in number,
they suggest that this privy was destroyed by fire during the late nineteenth century,
possibly during the late 1880s or early 1890s . The earliest of the Sanborn fire
insurance maps, which dates to 1884, suggests that this privy was situated inside a
frame shed that ran along the alley between the north end of the carriage barn and the
northern lot line, and may not have been a “stand-alone” structure.
7. After the destruction of the privy (Feature 4) by fire, a new privy (Feature 5) was
constructed. This privy (the fourth and probably last in the series of privies on this
lot) was similar in size to the previous structure but lacked the substantial brick lining.
This wood-lined privy was constructed at the northeast corner of the new carriage
barn, immediately in front of the earlier privy. Immediately to the west, and running
across the rear of the lot, was the frame storage shed discussed above. The
assessment of this feature’s contents suggests that it was abandoned during the very
early twentieth century (ca. 1910-1915. Although this structure was documented on
the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map, it may not have been functioning as a privy by
that date as the Sanborn maps seldom note the location of privies. By 1917, the
frame building had been demolished.
8. During the early to middle twentieth century (after the abandonment and
demolition of the superstructure above Feature 5), an addition was constructed onto
the northern end of the carriage barn. This structure, which was approximately 1’4”
wider than the carriage barn, extended to the northern edge of the lot. The 1941
Sanborn fire insurance map indicates the presence of a single story five-car garage.
The southern portion of this garage has the same footprint as the earlier two-story
carriage house (as illustrated on the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map). As such, it
would appear that by the early 1940s, either the carriage house had been demolished
(and the new garage constructed on the foundations of the earlier structure), or the
upper story of the two-story carriage house was removed and the structure converted
into a garage. This single story garage is illustrated in a ca. 1952 illustration of the
Dean House (FWAI 1991:2.22).
9. By the late 1960s, the large garage had been demolished.
10. The National Park Service constructed two different sets of fences which
partitioned the northwest corner of the lot from the remainder of the property. This
space was used as a parking lot for the NPS. The first set of posts are represented by
small circular posts while the latter is represented by large rectangular posts. These
posts form a line parallel with, and approximately one foot north of, the north wall of
the large carriage barn.
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11. The fence enclosing the parking lot (as well as the gravel pavement within the
parking lot) was removed and the lot planted in grass.
Our investigations have provided the National Park Service with the available subsurface
information regarding the location and size of the nineteenth century outbuildings once
present within this area of the Dean Site yard. Unfortunately, our investigations have not
definitively answered several questions regarding the character of the carriage barn (and
related landscape features) that were present in the period of significance of this site (ca.
1861-67). Although discussions with the NPS became somewhat philosophical as to
which of the two carriage barns to construct (whether the small frame structure which was
probably present in 1860-65, or the larger structure which was more appropriate with the
house), it seems probable that the small frame carriage barn that would have been present
in the early 1860s will eventually be reconstructed.
For compliance purposes, although our work has been completed, significant resources
have been left only partially excavated. Half of Features 2, 4, 5, and 6 remain intact and
should be considered contributing resources. Similarly, a substantial portion of Feature 10
and 12 remains unexcavated within Lot 10. These features should be protected from any
future construction activity. Similarly, that area within Lot 10 along the property line
fence between Feature 10 and the alley should be considered an extremely sensitive area
that has the potential to contain significant subsurface features similar to Features 7, 8, 9,
and 10. Should construction of a carriage barn in Lot 11 be undertaken, great care should
be given to keep the construction trenches from impacting on this area. Features 1, 3, 7,
8, and 9 can be considered completely excavated (and mitigated should any construction
activity be initiated). Flotation samples have been taken for all the major features and
await future analysis. Additionally, several artifacts await conservation. Particularly, the
leather items warrant attention and a couple of the metal items (such as the iron pintle and
the Asian coin) warrant electrolysis and stabilization.
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Figure 54. “Cottage Stable For One Horse” (top) and “Model Cottage Stable” as
illustrated in Downing (1850: 213, 215). These urban carriage barns are reminiscent
of the two structures once located on the Dean Site.
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Appendix I
Lot Provenience
[Each “Lot” refers to a specific provenience or location, as noted here. See Appendix II
for each lot inventory.]
Lot Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Provenience

General Surface
General Surface
General Surface
General Surface
Test 1 Level 2
Test 1 Level 3
Test 2 Level 2
Test 3 Level 1
Test 4 Level 1
Test 4 Level 2
Unassigned
Feature 2 Level 1
Feature 2 Level 2
Feature 2 Level 3
Feature 2 Level 4
Feature 2 Level 5
Feature 3 NE corner
Feature 3 SE corner
Feature 4 Cleaning above “privy”
Feature 4 Scraped surface
Feature 4 Level 1
Feature 4 Level 2
Feature 4 Level 3
Feature 5 Cleaning above privy
Feature 5 Scraped surface
Feature 5 Level 1
Feature 5 Level 2
Feature 5 Level 3
Feature 5 Level 4
Feature 5 SW¼, Level 5
Feature 5 SE¼, Level 5
Feature 5 Cleaning Profile
Feature 6 Scraped surface
Feature 6 Level 1
Feature 6 Level 2
Feature 6 Level 3

11/13/1997
11/17/1997
11/24/1997
11/13/1997
11/10/1997
11/10/1997
11/10/1997
11/11/1997
11/11/1997
11/11/1997
11/20/1997
11/20/1997
11/20/1997
11/20/1997
11/20/1997
12/02/1997
12/02/1997
11/17/1997
11/20/1997
11/25/1997
11/25/1997
11/25/1997
11/17/1997
11/20/1997
11/25/1997
11/16/1997
11/26/1997
11/26/1997
11/26/1997
11/27/1997
12/02/1997
11/17/1997
11/20/1997
11/24/1997
11/24/1997
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Feature 6 Level 4
Feature 6 Level 5
Feature 6 Level 6
Feature 6 Level 7
Feature 6 Level 8
Feature 6 Profile
Feature 7 Scraped surface
Feature 7 Level 1
Feature 7 Zone II
Feature 7 Zone IV
Feature 7 Zone V
Feature 7A South Half (Redefined as Feature 8)
Feature 8 Complex; Scraped surface (Mixed Features 8, 9, and 10)
Feature 8 Complex; Surface (Mixed Features 8, 9, and 10)
Feature 8 Complex; Level 1 (Mixed Features 8, 9, and 10)
Feature 8 Complex; Level 2 (Feature 8)
Feature 8 Complex; Level 2 (Feature 8)
Feature 8 Complex; Level 2 (Mixed Features 8, 9, and 10)
Feature 8 Complex; Level 2 (Mixed Features 8, 9, and 10)
Feature 8 Complex; Base (Feature 9)
Feature 8 Complex; Level 1 (Feature 8)
Feature 8 Complex; Level 1 (Mixed Features 8, 9, and 10)
Feature 8 Complex; Privy fill (Feature 9)
l
Feature 8 Complex; Base of Cellar (Feature 10)
Post A
Post B

11/24/1997
11/24/1997
11/24/1997
11/25/1997
11/25/1997
11/26/1997
12/01/1997
11/24/1997
12/01/1997
12/01/1997
12/01/1997
12/02/1997
12/09/1997
12/09/1997
12/09/1997
12/09/1997
12/09/1997
12/09/1997
12/09/1997
12/09/1997
12/19/1997
12/09/1997
12/19/1997
12/19/1997
11/24/1997
11/24/1997
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Appendix II
Lot Inventories
[Each “Lot” refers to a specific provenience or location. See Appendix I for each lot
provenience.]
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Lot 1
2 undecorated whiteware
7 red transfer printed whiteware
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain butter dish (?)
1 burned ceramic (unidentified)
Lot 2
4 undecorated pearlware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 flow blue transfer printed whiteware
1 salt-glazed stoneware bottle (?)
1 salt-glazed stoneware
3 aqua window glass
Lot 3
2 undecorated pearlware
1 edge decorated pearlware bowl with beaded edge
1 relief decorated pearlware
14 undecorated whiteware
6 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated soft paste porcelain plate
1 hand painted (blue band) whiteware saucer
1 mocha decorated yellowware
1 black transfer print whiteware
1 green transfer print whiteware
3 blue transfer print whiteware
1 hand turned salt-glazed/Albany bowl rim
1 Albany/Albany earthenware
1 unglazed earthenware drain tile (red paste)
1 redware
1 aqua wax seal canning jar
1 machine made clear jar base
1 amber container
1 aqua window glass
1 clear/red layered glass flat
1 glass marble
1 arc lamp graphite electrode
3 bone
2 mussel shell
Lot 4
8 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware child’s cup (?)
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3 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated ironstone flatware with impressed mark “J. CLE… /IRO…”
1 undecorated ironstone flatware with impressed mark “…NADE SHAP…” and back stamp
“ROYA…/IRO…/T.&…”
2 red transfer print whiteware saucers
1 blue transfer print whiteware
1 black transfer print whiteware
1 yellowware bowl base
1 lathe turned yellowware bowl with blue exterior bands and white slipped interior
1 redware base
2 salt/Albany stoneware
3 aqua container
1 aqua container base
1 aqua container base (whiskey flask)
1 aqua container applied tool blob top bottle lip
3 aqua window glass
3 mussel shell
1 bone
Lot 5
1 relief decorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
4 redware
2 clear bottle base
1 aqua container
1 amber container
2 aqua window glass
3 bone
Lot 6
8 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated whiteware
1 soft paste porcelain
3 soft paste porcelain handled serving vessel
1 hand-painted whiteware
1 black transfer print whiteware
1 burned whiteware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
6 aqua window glass
5 clear glass fluted tumbler
3 dark green case bottle embossed “DR. TO…”
4 bone
1 cut and polished bovine horn section
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Lot 7
1 undecorated whiteware
1 black transfer print whiteware
1 green transfer print whiteware
2 red transfer print whiteware cup
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain saucer
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain
3 annular decorated yellowware bowls
1 salt/Albany stoneware
1 Albany/unglazed earthenware jug
6 aqua window glass
2 aqua container
3 lead glass stemware
1 lead glass compote (?) or lamp (?) base
clinker
coal
3 bone
1 geode
Lot 8
1 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone
1 cast iron and porcelain window latch
Lot 9
2 undecorated whiteware
1 wire nail
Lot 10
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 annular decorated yellowware bowl
1 unglazed/unglazed earthenware flower pot
1 salt glazed/ Albany jar base
6 redware
2 salt/glazed stoneware bottle
1 amber case bottle
6 aqua bottle glass
1 aqua bottle glass base (pontiled)
1 aqua bottle neck with applied tool lip (double ring)
3 bone
2 nails (wire?)
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Lot 11
Unassigned
Lot 12
1 relief decorated ironstone serving vessel handle
2 undecorated ironstone
1 relief decorated (morning glory ?) ironstone serving vessel burned
5 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 salt glazed stoneware
16 machine cut nail fragments
1 arc lamp graphite electrode
1 lined writing slate
1 grout drain tile
33 bone
soil sample
plaster sample
Lot 13
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware burned
1 purple transfer print whiteware
1 blue transfer print whiteware
4 amethyst glass tumbler
3 aqua window glass
6 bone
9 grout drain tile
1 machine cut nail
Lot 14
2 undecorated pearlware chamber pot (?)
2 undecorated whiteware
1 gilded soft paste porcelain cup base
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot rim
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot base
8 aqua window glass
6 machine cut nail fragments
13 bone
Lot 15
1 relief decorated ironstone tureen (Item 1)
2 relief decorated ironstone tureen lid (Item 2)
10 porcelain plate (8” diameter) (Item 3)
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4 porcelain saucer (5” diameter (Item 4)
1 porcelain cup (straight sided) (Item 5)
1 large annular decorated yellowware mixing bowl rim (Item 18)
1 aqua eagle flask (Item 36)
8 lead glass molded tumbler with pontiled base (“Thumbnail & Daisy” pattern (Item 37)
4 lead glass fluted tumbler (Item 38)
1 blow over mold chimney globe (Item 39)
8 clear container or chimney globe body
2 clear glass bottle (7/8” square base, approximately 2 ½” tall, folded lip) (Item 40)
2 undecorated pearlware
3 undecorated whiteware
2 green transfer print whiteware
43 aqua window glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.385” diameter)
6 machine cut nails
17 bone
soil sample
wood sample
Lot 16
20 relief decorated ironstone tureen with illegible registration mark (Item 1)
1 relief decorated ironstone tureen lid (Item 2)
28 undecorated porcelain plate (8” diameter) (Item 3)
2 undecorated porcelain saucer/ cup plate (5” diameter) (Item 4)
2 undecorated porcelain cup (Item 5)
2 undecorated porcelain saucer (6” diameter) (Item 6)
1 porcelain lid (9” diameter) (Item 7)
19 relief decorated whiteware plate (octagonal) with flutes or ribs (approx. 8-10” diameter) (Item
8)
4 relief decorated ironstone plate (8” diameter) with impressed mark “IRONSTONE/ T. & R.
BOOTE” (Item 9)
1 small oval undecorated whiteware platter marked with backstamp “ROYAL PATEN[T]
IRONSTONE / T.& R. BOOTE” (Item 10)
9 undecorated whiteware plate/saucer (7” diameter) (Item 11)
13 undecorated whiteware cups (straight-sided) (Items 12-13)
11 undecorated whiteware saucers with impressed mark “JAS. EDWARDS & SON/ DALE
HALL” (5 ½” diameter) (Items 14-15)
4 small undecorated oval (approx. 3” x 6” x 1 ¾” tall) serving dish (?) or soap dish (?) (Item 16)
16 large undecorated ironstone pitcher with backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA/ J & G
MEAKIN” and illegible impressed mark (Item 17)
18 Annular decorated yellowware mixing bowl (11” diameter) (Item 18)
3 yellowware chamber pot rim (Item 19)
3 yellowware chamber pot handle (Item 19)
1 yellowware chamber pot lid (Item 20)
2 Rockingham glazed yellowware (Item 21)
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1 Albany/Albany glazed jar/ bowl (Item 22)
2 toy ironstone serving vessels (Items 23-24)
1 porcelain doll’s head (Item 25)
1 white porcelain doorknob (Item 26)
2 milk glass canning jar lid liners with embossed “M” on inside surface [remnants of rubber
gasket and zinc lids] (Items 27-28)
34 gilded and reticulated porcelain basket (Item 29)
8 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpots (approx. 5” diameter rims, 4 ½” tall) (Items 30-31)
12 unglazed red paste earthenware potting flower pots (approx. 4” diameter rims, 3 ½” tall)
(Items 32-33)
14 unglazed red paste earthenware body sherds
1 black transfer printed whiteware jar lid [see notes] (Item 34)
2 undecorated oval (3 ¾ x 5 ¾ x 1 ¾” tall) ironstone serving dish marked “STONE CHINA/
PANKHURST & CO./ HANLEY” (Item 35)
17 green glass
18 amber glass
70 aqua window glass
64 aqua glass
241 clear glass
2 lead glass tumbler (“Thumbnail & Daisy” pattern) (Item 37)
2 aqua eagle whiskey flask body sherds (Item 41)
3 aqua “Pike’s Peak” whiskey flask body sherds (Item 42)
1 aqua whiskey flask base (2 piece mold) marked “… .H. C. …” (Item 43)
3 aqua whiskey flask (2 piece mold unpontiled) with applied string lip (Item 44)
3 aqua bottle (2 3/8” round base; 3-piece plate button mold; height unknown) (Item 45-46)
1 whole aqua bottle (2-piece mold, 2 3/8” round by 6 1/8 “ tall; patent lip finish, base marked
“ L & W” ) (Item 47)
2 aqua jar (approx. 2 “ mouth; applied tool lip) (Item 48)
2 aqua jar (approx. 1 ½” mouth, gothic panels) (Item 49)
1 aqua bottle, patent lip finish (applied tool) (Item 50)
2 aqua bottle (2-piece mold, applied tool patent lip finish; base marked “F. A. & CO.” (Item 51)
1 aqua bottle (2-piece mold, 1” round base, approx. 2-2 ½ “ tall; lip missing) (Item 52)
1 whole blue bottle(Rickett’s molded, 2 ¾” round base, 8 ¼” tall, reinforced extract lip
finish, embossed base “1701”) (Item 53)
3 quart sized aqua canning jar (blow over mold, zinc lid fragments present; 3-piece plate
bottom mold, embossed side “MA…”) (Item 54)
1 whole aqua ink well (1 ¼” square by 1 ½” tall, blow over mold with ground lip, ribbed
sides) (Item 55)
2 light green art glass vase (lip only) (Item 56)
1 yellow glass octagonal rod (1” wide; unknown length) (Item 57)
2 dark green wine bottle (with kick up) (Item 58)
1 dark green wine bottle base (with kick up) (Item 59)
2 amber bottle (3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool lip with brandy finish) (Item 60)
2 dark green wine bottle (3-piece plate bottom mold, applied tool lip with wine or brandy
finish; base embossed “D. H. Chambers PI…”) (Item 61)
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10 rose colored paneled bottle (embossed “MRS S. A…/ NEW YOR…”) (Item 62)
5 clear bottle (French square shape, 2” applied tool bead lip finish, elongated square neck,
embossed “…IA WATER/ NUEVA [YO]RK/ P. H. DRAKE Y CIA ”, height unknown)
(Item 63)
1 whole clear bottle (blake shape, 1 ½” x 2 7/8” x 6 ¾”, 3-piece plate button mold, improved
tool patent lip finish with ball neck, embossed side panels “OWEN’S BUCHU/
SPRINGFIELD ILL’S”) (Item 64)
2 clear glass bottle (oval base, 1 ¼” x 2 ¼”, unknown height, improved tool patent lip finish)
(Item 65)
1 clear glass bottle (oval base 1 ¼” x unknown width and height, 3-piece plate button mold,
embossed base “T. A. EVANS… / PITTS…”) (Item 66)
1 whole clear glass bottle (french square shape, 1 ½” square, 4 1/8” tall, improved tool patent
lip finish, 3-piece plate button mold) (Item 67)
1 whole clear glass bottle (french square shape, 1 ½” square, 4 ¾” tall, improved patent lip
finish, 3-piece plate button mold) (Item 68)
2 clear glass bottle (10-sided 2” square, unknown height, 3-piece plate button mold,
improved tool patent lip finish) (Item 69)
1 clear glass bottle (oval size unknown, improved tool patent lip finish) (Item 70)
1 clear glass bottle (oval size unknown, improved tool patent lip finish) (Item 71)
3 clear glass bottle (round base, 2 ½” diameter, unknown height dip molded solid rod
printed, improved tool bead finish with interior ground for stopper) (Item 72)
1 clear glass bottle(round 2 ½” diameter base; height unknown solid rod pontil) (Item 73)
2 clear glass bottle (round 4 ¼ diameter base with solid rod pontil, height unknown) (Item
74-75)
2 clear glass stemware goblets (with bulbous star) (Item 76-77)
6 molded clear glass cruet (blow over mold screw cap finish; cross hatched body) (Item 78)
1 clear pressed glass (lead glass?) compote lid (diamond pattern) (Item 79)
1 clear glass ribbed tumbler(?) body (Item 80)
24 jelly glass jar rims
14 clear glass jelly jars (with reinforced rim and “cupped” base) (Items 81-89)
7 clear glass tumblers (2 ¼” diameter base; no reinforced rim nor distinctive “cupped” base)
(Items 90-95)
1 clear glass tumbler (2 3/8” base; with impressed “whirl” design on base) (Item 96)
1 clear glass stemware (cordial size, base only, molded) (Item 97)
6 clear glass chimney globe (approx. 3 ¾” base, partially frosted, with fluted top) (Item 98)
3 clear glass lamp chimney( 2 3/8” flanged base, straight 2 ¾” top) (Items 99-100)
6 clear glass chimney globes (sheared tops, 1” diameter) (Items 101-104)
1 worked bone handle (Item 105)
1 worked bone - unknown function (pen like object) (Item 106)
2 grout drain tile (Item 107)
1 whetstone (Item 108)
3 fragmentary non-ferrous metal spoon (Item 109)
1 writing slate (Item 110)
1 clay marble (Item 111)
1 non-ferrous metal button (?) (Item 112)
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Buttons (Items 113-131)
1 4-hole brown and milk glass .4440” diameter
1 3-hole milk glass white .285” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass white .370” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass white .405” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass white .426” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass white .510” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass white .490” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass white .575” diameter
4 4-hole milk glass white .616” diameter
4 4-hole milk glass white .672” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass embossed .606” diameter
1 4-hole milk glass and printed .42”diameter
1 2-hole tan .514” diameter
fabric sample
coal sample
25 leather shoe fragments (represents at least 7 shoes) (Items 132-139)
50 bone
Lot 17
Mortar sample
Lot 18
Mortar sample
Lot 19
1 undecorated pearlware
2 undecorated whiteware
8 relief decorated yellowware bowls
2 unglazed red paste earthenware bowl/flowerpot
1 clear container glass
Lot 20
5 undecorated whiteware
5 undecorated whiteware handled cup
1 blue transfer print whiteware wash basin
1 undecorated whiteware handle
1 undecorated whiteware burned
1 purple transfer print whiteware
2 dark blue transfer print pearlware
1 flow blue transfer print whiteware
1 annular decorated red paste stoneware with interior white slip
2 redware
2 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
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1 dark green container glass
1 clear machine made screw top bottle neck
2 salt glazed stoneware jar rims with 3 gallon impressed mark on rim
1 sawn hard rubber comb tooth
1 clay marble hand painted
1 4 hole milk glass button .44” diameter
5 machine cut nails
1 wire nail
6 bone
Lot 21
10 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with unidentified back stamp
1 undecorated ironstone
2 brown transfer print whiteware saucer
3 relief decorated yellowware bowl
2 salt glazed small mouth stoneware jar 4 ½” diameter
10 melted glass (milk glass and aqua glass)
10 amber container body
1 amber bottle lip (wine or brandy finish)
2 aqua container
4 aqua window
1 clear glass chimney globe with sheared top
13 bone
28 machine cut nails (framing size)
1 wire nail
1 cast iron kettle lug (?)
1 machine cut lath nail
Lot 22
2 undecorated whiteware
1 melted aqua glass
1 thick plate glass
16 clear glass bottle (3-piece plate bottom mold; improved tool patent lip finish; embossed
panel “THE EVANS/ CHEMICAL/ COMPANY/ PROPRIETORS/ G/ CINCINNATI,
O./ U.S.A.”
1 whole clear glass bottle (3-piece plate bottom mold; improved tool, double ring lip finish;
picnic flask)
3 machine cut nails
3 bone
wood sample
plaster sample
Lot 23
3 undecorated whiteware saucer embossed “JAS. [EDWARDS & SON / DALE HALL]”
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(Item 1)
4 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter) with backstamp “IRON STONE CHINA/
WILLIAM FLENTKE” (Item 2)
2 undecorated whiteware cup (Item 3)
1 undecorated ironstone oval soap dish (?) or serving vessel (Item 4)
3 hand painted (blue and gilt banded) soft paste porcelain saucer (5 ½” diameter)(Item 5)
2 jigger molded Albany slipped 1 gallon-sized milk pan/ mixing bowl (Item 6)
10 clear glass proprietary bottle (3-piece plate bottom mold, improved prescription lip,
embossed "J.S. FISHER/PRESCRIPTION/ DRUGGIST/ SPRINGFIELD ILL]”
(Item 7)
2 aqua canning jar (1 quart size, 3-piece plate bottom mold, applied tool wax seal finish
(Item 8)
7 clear glass case bottle (french square shape, 2 ¾” square by 9” tall, 3-piece plate button
mold; improved tool English Ring or Packer lip (Item 9)
1 clear glass bottle (3”diameter round base, 3-piece Rickett’s mold embossed on side
“BOTTLED B[Y] / … TAYLOR & SONS / DISTILLERS FRANKFORT, KY”
(contains chalky substance) (Item 10)
9 aqua glass bottle (2-piece mold, 2 7/8” round base) (Item 11)
2 lead glass molded tumbler pontiled, “Thumbnail and Daisy” pattern (Item 12)
1 amber container glass (Item 13)
3 clear chimney glass (blow over mold, ground top) (Item 14)
4 highly corroded, unfired, rim fire revolver bullets (approx. .32” to .36” diameter with a
.80” long brass shell case (Items 15-18)
28 aqua window glass
9 machine cut nails
plaster sample
wood sample
coal sample
2 bone
Lot 24
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware plate
1 red transfer print whiteware saucer
1 undecorated ironstone
1 burned soft paste porcelain
2 relief decorated soft paste porcelain toy saucer
1 relief decorated soft paste porcelain toy cup
1 amber body sherd
1 bone toothbrush
Lot 25
1 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated ironstone
1 soft paste porcelain saucer gilded
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1 undecorated soft paste porcelain saucer
1 milk glass canning jar lid liner
1 iron door clasp
Lot 26
19 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware plate
1 blue shell edge whiteware plate
1 blue transfer print whiteware
2 relief decorated whiteware plates
2 soft paste porcelain saucer gilded
3 soft paste porcelain bodies
1 soft paste porcelain cup base
1 relief and decal decorated soft paste porcelain cup
1 Chelsea decorated whiteware saucer
1 burned ironstone serving vessel handle
1 undecorated ironstone cup
1 soft paste porcelain saucer/ plate (hotel ware)
1 soft paste porcelain hand painted lidded jar
1 undecorated whiteware with backstamp “ STONE CHINA/ J. W. PANKHURST”
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1Bristol glazed stoneware bottle
2 clear glass container
1 clear fluted tumbler
3 aqua container
1 dark green container
1 green container
31 aqua window glass
5 machine cut nails
1 unidentified nail
1 piece slate
1 copper wire
14 bone
Lot 27
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware cup
3 undecorated whiteware saucer
1 relief decorated whiteware plate
1 soft paste porcelain
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
1 Albany slipped earthenware
8 unidentified nails
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1 unidentified piece of iron
2 unidentified non-ferrous metal (brass?)
4 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 clear tumbler rim
1 clear pressed glass container
29 aqua window glass
wood sample
5 bone
Lot 28
3 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany slipped stoneware jar
1 porcelain electrical fuse insert
7 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass
2 clear glass bottle
1 clear glass jar embossed “Wash and Return” (machine made)
7 unidentified nail fragment
2 wire nails
2 non-ferrous unidentified metal
1 cast iron window latch
1 “tin” can (discarded)
wood sample
13 aqua window glass
2 bone
Lot 29
2 hand painted (copper luster “Brown Tea” and gilded) whiteware handled cup (Item 1)
1 undecorated ironstone handled cup (Item 2)
1 brown transfer printed (Art Nouveau style) and hand painted (red, blue and green
highlights) whiteware handled cup (marked with backstamp “RIDGWAY / STOKE
ON TRENT” (Item 3)
1 undecorated whiteware plate (8” diameter) with backstamp “MADDOCK & GATOR/
STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES TRADEMARK” and illegible impressed mark
(Item 4)
1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ½” diameter) (with unidentified backstamp “S.P. CO. /
IRONSTONE CHINA”) (Item 5)
1 relief decorated (ribbed) ironstone plate (Item 6)
2 clear unfluted drinking glass (Item 7)
1 clear drinking glass with fluted base (Item 8)
4 clear drinking glass/ tumbler with molded horizontal banding along rim (Items 9-10)
1 lead glass(?) molded shot(?) glass (paneled side) (Item 11)
1 whole clear glass measuring “shot” (embossed “TEA SPOONS” and “TABLE SPOONS”
with increments (Item 12)
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3 clear glass molded flower vase (minimally 13” tall) (Item 13)
2 clear pressed glass serving vessel (unidentified pattern) (Item 14)
4 milk glass lamp shade globe (Item 15)
1 whole milk glass canning jar lid liner (Item 16)
3 whole milk glass canning jar lid liner (marked “BOYD’S GENUINE PORCELAIN
LINED”) (Item 17)
1 milk glass cold cream jar (marked “SATIN-SKIN CREAM / ALBERT F. WOOD
DETROIT // JAR PAT’D JUNE 1901”) (Item 18)
3 hand blown(?) electric light bulb (Item 19)
1 small clear glass vial (3/8” round by 1 ¾” tall) (Item 20)
1 shell, loop shank button (11/16” diameter) (Item 21)
1 amethyst glass kerosene lamp bowl (Item 22)
2 glass aqua canning jar (applied tool wax seal finish; quart size) (Item 23)
1 glass aqua canning jar (machine made, embossed “ROOT/MASON”) (Item 24)
3 glass aqua canning jar (machine made, embossed “BALL/MASON”) (Item 25)
1 glass aqua canning jar (blow-over-mold screw top; embossed “MASON’S/ PATENT/
NOV 30TH/ 1858” on side and “PAT NOV 26 67/ 7” on base (Item 26)
12 glass aqua canning jar (blow-over-mold screw top; embossed “MASON’S/ PATENT/
NOV 30TH/ 1858” on side and “PAT NOV 26 67/ 218” on base (Item 27)
3 aqua glass jar (embossed “STAND…D/ W. McC& …”) (Item 28)
1 whole clear glass condiment jar (2 7/8” diameter base; 7 ¼” tall; machine made, embossed
on base “H.J. HEINZ CO./ PITTSBURGH, U.S.A./ 49”) (Item 29)
1 whole clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Blake shape, 1 5/8” x 2 ½” x 6 ½” machine
made patent lip finish) (Item 30)
1 whole clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Blake shape, 1 1/8” x 2 ¼” x 6 ¾”
improved tool patent lip finish embossed side panels “BURNETT//BOSTON”)
(Item 31)
1 whole aqua proprietary medicine bottle (Salamander Oval shape 2” x 2 ½” x 5 ½”
improved patent lip finish embossed “POND’S EXTRACT” and 1846/3” on base) (Item
32)
1 whole clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Philadelphia Oval shape, 1 ¼”x 1 7/8” x 5”,
improved tool prescription lip finish; embossed “3iii” (Item 33)
1 whole clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Golden Gate Oval shape, 1 ¼ x 1 5/8”
x 5 1/8”, improved tool prescription lip with illegible trademark on base potentially
OWENS-ILLINOIS) (Item 34)
1 whole clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Golden Gate Oval shape, 1 1/8” x 1 ¾” x 4
1/8”, collared ring finish improved tool) (Item 35)
1 whole clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Golden Gate Oval shape , ¾” x 1 1/8” 2 ¾”,
embossed base illegible except for…”CO/ U.S.A./ PAT.DEC 11 94”) (Item 36)
1 whole clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Erie Oval shape 1” x 1 ¾” x 4 1/8”,
improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed here “REX”, (Item 37)
1 whole aqua proprietary medicine bottle (Blake shape, 1 ¾” x 3” x 8 ¾”, improved tool
collared ring finish , embossed “HOOD’S/ COMPOUND/ EXTRACT/ SARSA/
PARILLA” on side panels “C.I. HOOD & CO.// LOWELL MASS.” and “33” on
base) (Item 38)
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1 clear glass proprietary medicine bottle (Philadelphia Oval shape improved tool lip collared
ring finish, 1 3/8” x 2 1/8” x 5 ¼”, embossed “ONLY THE BEST/ 4OZ/ DODDS’/
DRUG STORE/ SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” and on base “C. L. G. CO”) (Item 39)
1 clear glass proprietary medicine bottle (Philadelphia Oval shape improved tool lip collared
ring finish, 1 ¼” x 1 7/8” x 4 7/8”, embossed “ONLY THE BEST/ 3OZ/ DODDS’/
DRUG STORE/ SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” and on base “C. L. G. CO.”) (Item 40)
1 clear glass chemical bottle (Hopkins Square shape, 1 ¼” x 2 ¾” tall, improved tool head lip
finish with ground stopper) (Item 41)
1 clear glass ink bottle (school house with French square shape, improved tool prescription
lip) (Item 42)
1 clear glass whiskey flask (3-piece plate bottom mold, pint size, improved tool
straight brandy finish, embossed “7 FL OZ”) (Item 43)
1 whole clear and green glazed molded (floral pattern) yellow paste spittoon (Item 44)
13 wire nail
2 fused lump of wire nails
4 zinc canning jar lid fragments
2 canning jar lid rubber
1 crown bottle cap
1 graphite pencil
2 non ferrous unidentified metal
1 brass rim fire revolver (?) shell case (approx. .32-.34” diameter x .60” length)
2 aqua window glass
7 bone
Lot 30
1 undecorated whiteware plate (8” diameter) with backstamp “MADDOCK & GATOR/
STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES TRADEMARK” and illegible impressed mark
(Item 4)
5 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ½” diameter) (with unidentified backstamp “S.P. CO. /
IRONSTONE CHINA”) (Item 5)
4 hand painted (brown tea lusterware and gilded) whiteware handled cup (Item 1)
13 brown transfer print (art nouveau style pattern) whiteware deep saucer (Item 45)
1 blue transfer print whiteware
1 red transfer print whiteware
5 Albany slipped earthenware jug (1 gallon capacity) (Item 46)
5 Albany slipped and salt glazed stoneware milk pan or mixing bowl (jiggered) (Item 47)
29 brown glazed buff paste earthenware tea pot (Item 48)
4 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Blake shape, 1 3/8” x 2 5/8” x unknown height;
improved tool patent lip finish with ball neck; base embossed “G”) (Item 49)
3 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Crown oval shape, 1 ¼” x 2 1/8” x unknown
height, improved tool patent lip finish) (Item 50)
2 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Crown oval shape; 1 ¼” x 2 1/8” with improved
tool prescription lip finish ; base embossed “F & F CO”) (Item 51)
1 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (elixir shape, 7/8” x 1 3/8” x 3 ¾”, improved tool
prescription lip, base embossed “REX”) (Item 52)
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1 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Philadelphia Oval shape 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” x 5 ¼”;
improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed base “T”) (Item 53)
1 clear glass proprietary medicine bottle (elixir shape; 1 3/16” x ? x 4 7/8”, improved tool
patent lip finish side embossed “JOHN S. FISHER/ DISPENSING …”) (Item 54)
1 clear glass proprietary medicine bottle (Blake shape, 1 ¾” x 1 ¼” x 5 1/16”; improved tool
patent lip finish; side panel embossed “J.S. FISHER/ PRESCRIPTION/ DRUGGIST/
SPRINGFIELD”) (Item 55)
1 aqua glass medicine bottle (1 7/16” diameter base x 4” tall; improved tool prescription lip
finish; embossed “NERVE & BONE LINIMENT”) (Item 56)
2 whole aqua proprietary medicine bottle (Salamander Oval shape 2” x 2 ½” x 5 ½ improved
patent lip finish embossed “POND’S EXTRACT” and 1846/3” on base) (Items 57-58)
3 aqua glass proprietary medicine bottle (Blake shape, 1 3/16” x 1 15/16” x 5 ¼”/ 5 1/8”,
improved tool patent lip finish, embossed panel “PISO’S CURE/ FOR
CONSUMPTION/ HAZELTINE & CO.”) (Items 59-60)
1 clear glass salve jar (1 7/8” diameter base, 3” tall, machine made patent lip finish)
(Item 61)
1 clear glass “shoe-fly” shaped whiskey flask (improved tool brandy lip finish) (Item 62)
1 aqua bottle (Oval base 1 ¾” x 3 3/8” x 9” tall; improved tool patent lip finish; embossed
“NON-POISONOUS WON’T STAIN/ “DEAD STOCK” FOR BUGS/ TRADE
MARK/ GOTTLIEB MARSHALL & CO./ CASSEL GERMANY/ PHILADELPHIA
PA”) (Item 63)
1 cobalt blue bottle (2 ½” round base x 9 ½” tall; applied tool mineral lip finish; base
embossed “A.B.C. CO./ 23”) (Item 64)
17 amber bottle (2 ½” round base, unknown height; improved tool brandy finish; base
embossed “C”) (Item 65)
11 dark green wine bottle (3 1/8” round base; unknown height, improved tool wine finish)
(Item 66)
1 aqua glass canning jar (blow-over-mold screw finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
embossed “MASON’S/ PATENT/ NOV 3OTH/ 1858” and on base “444”) (Item 67)
8 aqua glass canning jar (blow-over-mold finish; 3-piece plate button mold; embossed
“MASON’S/ PATENT/ NOV 30TH/ 1858” and on base “D4”) (Items 68-69)
2 aqua glass canning jars (embossed bases “PAT/ NOV 26 67 / 25”) (Items 70-71)
2 aqua glass canning jar (base missing; applied tool wax seal finish; potentially Item 28)
(Item 72)
1 aqua glass canning jar base (large embossed star pattern) (Item 73)
2 aqua glass canning jar bases (Items 74-75)
1 clear glass bottle (2 7/8” round base, height unknown; dip molded with solid rod pontil)
(Item 66)
4 clear jelly glass/ tumblers (small flutes at base and interior checker board pattern at lip)
(Item 77)
1 clear glass tumbler or jelly glass (Item 78)
2 clear “shot” glass with engraved flutes (Item 79)
1 clear “shot” glass (dip molded?) (Item 80)
8 clear pressed glass dessert plate (8” diameter) (Item 81)
7 lead glass cup plate (heart pattern) (Item 82)
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3 amethyst kerosene lamp reservoir (Item 83)
8 chimney globe body fragments
3 chimney globe with flanged base and hand crimped top chimney globe with straight base
(Item 84)
2 chimney globe with straight base (Item 85)
1 chimney globe with sheared lip (Item 86)
55 milk glass lamp globe/ shade (Item 87)
22 lead glass, etched globe/ shade (Item 88)
14 glass mirror (Item 89)
2 clear glass syringe with green gum plunger (Item 90)
1 shell button with loop shank (11/16” diameter) (Item 91)
1 milk glass canning jar lid liner, embossed ‘BOYD’S “GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED”)
(Item 92)
150 aqua window glass
52 clear container glass
26 aqua container glass
14 rose container glass
2 bone
4 unidentified non-ferrous metal (Items 93-96)
1 unidentified worked bone (?) knob (?) (Item 97)
15 glass seed beads (Item 98)
53 unidentified nails
4 wire nails
1 2” round metal container (3/4”-1” tall) (Item 99)
1 kerosene gas lamp metal burner (Item 100)
1 unfired rifle bullet with casing (approx. .29” diameter slug x 1.25” long; casing is approx.
2 ½” long)
Lot 31
4 undecorated 8” whiteware plate (with back stamp IRON STONE CHINA/ WARRANTED)
(Item 102)
4 Albany slipped earthenware jug (rim) (Item 46)
1 yellowware body
1 lead glass cup plate (Item 32)
1 amethyst glass container body
2 aqua container body
6 clear container body
19 aqua canning jar body
4 dark green container body
1 clear lamp chimney (hand crimped top) (Item 103)
3 clear glass whiskey flask (3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool double head lip finish,
pumpkin seed flask shape) (Item 104)
1 unidentified clear glass jar/ bottle lip (improved tool patent lip finish) (Item 105)
1 unidentified clear glass bottle lip (sheared and fire polished) (Item 106)
1 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Blake shape, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x 5 ¾”, improved tool
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patent lip finish with bare neck) (Item 107)
1 clear glass prescription bottle (Philadelphia Oval shape, 1 3/16” x 2 1/16” x 4 ½”,
improved tool patent lip finish) (Item 108)
1 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Union Oval shape, 1” x 1 7/8” x 4 ¼”, improved
tool prescription lip finish) (Item 109)
1 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Golden Gate Oval shape, ¾” x 1 1/16” x 2 15/16”,
improved tool prescription lip finish) (Item110)
1 clear jelly glass (reinforced rim ) (Item 111)
1 tan colored bakolite (?) cuff link (Item 112)
1 small clear glass vial (3/8” diameter x 1 5/8” tall) (Item 113)
1 brown colored bakolite (?) “male” syringe (Item 114)
1 oval brass or bronze Asian coin (?) (Item 115)
1 shell loop shank button (11/16” diameter) (.69”) (Item 116)
1 4 hole shell button (.40” diameter) (Item 117)
35 milk glass lamp globe/ shade (Item 87)
67 aqua window glass
1 bone
4 wire nails
2 unidentified nails
Lot 32
2 large milk glass lamp globe (straight base) (Item 118)
1 lead glass lamp globe (etched floral design and crimped top; flanged base) (Item 119)
1 Albany slipped jug base (Item 46)
1 aqua water bottle (4 ½” diameter base; 10” tall, improved tool patent lip, embossed
“BUFFALO/ LITHIA WATER/ NATURES/ MATERIA/ MEDICA/ TRADE
MARK// E.H.E. CO.” ) (Item 120)
1 clear glass prescription medicine bottle (Blake shape, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x 5 9/16”, improved tool
patent lip with ball neck) (Item 121)
1 clear glass medicine bottle (fluted oblong shape, 1 ½” x 2 ¾” 7 ¼”, improved tool patent
lip with ball neck (Item 122)
1 clear glass condiment jar (triangular base, 2 14” x 8 1/”, wide mouth improved tool flared
lip, with ball neck (Item123)
1 pressed glass dessert dish (Item 81?)
20 seed beads
Lot 33
5 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated ironstone
2 red transfer print whiteware saucer
1 purple transfer print whiteware
1 brown transfer print whiteware
1 hand painted whiteware
1 soft paste porcelain saucer
3 aqua window glass
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3 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 red paste hand turned earthenware flower pot
1 layered (red and clear) container glass
2 writing slate
plaster sample
3 machine cut nails
1 wire (?) nail
1 leather shoe fragment
4 bone
Lot 34
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware burned
4 undecorated whiteware saucer
1 undecorated whiteware cup
1 ironstone handle (serving vessel)
6 undecorated whiteware 8” plate
3 red transfer print whiteware saucer
2 red paste hand turned earthenware flower pot
1 milk glass
4 aqua window glass
6 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 clear jelly glass (?)
1 aqua proprietary medicine bottle base embossed “…IL”
3 machine cut nails
4 leather shoe heels
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 bone
Lot 35
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 relief decorated ironstone plate (wheat pattern)
1 undecorated whiteware saucer
4 undecorated whiteware plate
1 undecorated whiteware serving vessel/ pitcher
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain saucer
1 Parian ware container
2 yellowware body
2 salt glazed stoneware
11 aqua window glass
1 dark green bottle glass
3 aqua container
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4 lead glass fluted tumbler
4 clear container
1 bone toothbrush handle
3 machine cut (?) nails
2 grout tile
5 bone
5 oyster shell
Lot 36
15 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware burned
2 undecorated whiteware saucer
2 undecorated whiteware cup
1 undecorated whiteware cup (double curve shape)
3 undecorated ironstone cup burned
1 relief decorated ironstone plate (wheat pattern)
1 relief decorated ironstone plate (unidentified pattern)
1 undecorated ironstone
4 undecorated ironstone plate
1 undecorated whiteware plate base with impressed mark “DAVENPORT/ 60/ IRONSTONE
CHINA”
2 undecorated porcelain plates
7 undecorated porcelain
2 blue transfer print whiteware
3 purple transfer print whiteware
1 hand-painted whiteware saucer
1 Parian matchbox lid with striker
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
1 yellowware chamber pot (?) lid
1 yellowware bowl
1 salt glazed stoneware base
10 aqua container glass
29 aqua window glass
1 amber glass
3 dark green glass
2 clear glass
3 clear fluted tumbler
4 clear chimney glass
1 jelly glass/ tumbler base
1 aqua glass jar rim (rolled lip)
5 aqua container
1 aqua proprietary medicine bottle embossed “…UIM…/…T…”
1 aqua proprietary medicine bottle embossed “…ALL…/…OR…”
1 aqua glass container (Pike’s Peak) whiskey flask (?)
1 aqua scroll shaped whiskey flask base graphite pontil
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1 aqua vial base pontiled
1 aqua jar/ bottle rim with folded lip
1 layered glass (red and clear)
2 grout drain tile
1 writing slate
1 undecorated octagonal whiteware platter (8” x 10”)
13 “tin” container (discarded)
10 machine cut nails (large and small sized)
36 bone
1 brick (evidence of burning- chimney brick ?) discarded
Lot 37
8 undecorated whiteware
3 relief decorated ironstone plate (wheat pattern)
1 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware saucer
1 undecorated whiteware bowl
1 undecorated ironstone serving vessel
1 flow blue transfer print whiteware plate
1 hand painted and gilded soft paste porcelain cup (?)
4 aqua container glass
1 clear jelly glass
10 aqua window glass
2 machine cut nails
1 piece melted lead
1 grout drain tile
4 bone
Lot 38
21 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated ironstone
3 undecorated whiteware burned
3 relief decorated ironstone plate (wheat pattern)
4 undecorated whiteware saucer
5 undecorated whiteware cup
1 undecorated whiteware saucer with embossed mark “[JAS. EDW]ARDS & SON/
[DA]LEHALL”
2 undecorated whiteware saucer with illegible impressed mark
1 blue transfer print whiteware
1 soft paste porcelain burned
1 yellowware chamber pot (?)
1 brown glazed yellowware
2 redware
1 Albany slipped jigger molded milk pan/ mixing bowl
5 unglazed red paste hand turned flower pot
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1 aqua “Pike’s Peak” (?) whiskey flask
17 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
5 dark green container glass
2 cobalt blue container glass
1 cobalt blue bottle (oval base 1 3/8” x 2 1/8” x unknown height embossed “…P DEPT…”
1 clear glass medicine (?) bottle with improved tool patent lip
15 aqua window glass
9 machine cut nails
15 bone
Lot 39
35 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware burned
2 undecorated whiteware cup
1 undecorated whiteware saucer
4 relief decorated ironstone plate (wheat pattern)
1 red transfer print whiteware
1 blue edge decorated whiteware
1 pearlware (?) salve jar
5 undecorated soft paste porcelain
1 burnt whiteware handle
1 parian matchbox lid
2 writing slate
5 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
2 Albany slipped stoneware
2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware bases
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped jigger molded mixing bowl/ milk pan
5 extruded red paste stoneware drain tile
1 handless undecorated whiteware cup
1 4 hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 4 hole green glass button (.41” diameter)
1 Peoria glazed jigger molded milk pan/ mixing bowl with impressed mark “[PEO]RIA
[POTTER]Y”
2 “tin” container discarded
5 machine cut nails
4 grout drain tile
2 cobalt blue body container glass
4 dark green body container glass
1 dark green container glass embossed “…OLFE”
12 aqua container glass
1 aqua bottle neck and rim applied tool lip
2 fluted tumbler
3 clear container
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2 jelly glass
1 layered glass (white, clear, red)
4 melted clear glass
13 aqua window glass
1 whole bottle (amber 2 ¾” round base,5-piece molded applied tool brandy finish, base
embossed “A. & D. H. C.”
6 bone
Lot 40
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware plate
2 relief decorated ironstone plate (wheat pattern)
1 small porcelain salve jar base
1 unidentified delft sherd
3 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
1 salt glazed stoneware
4 grout drain tile
6 machine cut nails
2 aqua body glass
1 clear body glass
1 amber body glass
6 aqua window glass
1 clear glass fluted tumbler
1 hand blown lead (?) glass cruet with an interior ground for stopper
1 pressed glass stemware bowl
1 copper wire
1 copper ferrule 3/8” diameter
1 4 hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
10 bone
Lot 41
10 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware cup
1 undecorated whiteware saucer
1 relief decorated ironstone plate (wheat pattern)
6 soft paste porcelain
1 red paste transfer print whiteware saucer
1 red transfer print (?) whiteware burned
1 hand painted blue and gilded soft paste porcelain cup (?)
1 reticulated and gilded soft paste porcelain basket
1 soft paste porcelain matchbox lid
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware spittoon
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot with green paint
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3 amber glass
1 cobalt blue glass
12 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
3 jelly glass with reinforced rim
2 lead glass pressed glass cup plate (heart pattern)
2 pressed glass stemware bowl
4 grout drain tile
10 machine (?) cut nails
13 bone
Lot 42
1 whole bottle (amber 2 7/8” diameter base, 11” tall, Rickett’s molded, applied tool brandy
finish, embossed on shoulder “PATENT”
Lot 43
13 red transfer print whiteware handleless (?) double curve shape cup (Item 1)
2 purple transfer print whiteware plate with scalloped edge (Item 2)
17 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware pitcher/ serving vessel (Item 3)
2 annular decorated whiteware London-urn shape bowl burned (Item 4)
1 annular decorated hollowware whiteware (Item 5)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (Item 6)
1 salt glazed stoneware jug (?) body sherd (Item 7)
1 salt glazed stoneware bowl/ jar (Item 8)
1 redware body
1 redware jar/ bowl rim (Item 9)
2 salt glazed stoneware jar bodies (Item 10)
13 dark green glass container
plaster sample
coal sample
45 aqua glass Gothic shape condiment jar (2-piece mold, pontiled, rolled bead rim finish)
(Item11)
5 clear container (bottle?) (Item 12)
1 clear container glass fluted tumbler (Item 13)
20 aqua window glass
1 clay marble (Item 14)
1 4-hole milk glass button .55” diameter (Item 15)
1 4-hole shell button .42” diameter
22 unidentified nails
84 bone
Lot 44
2 dark green container glass
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7 undecorated whiteware
1 red transfer print whiteware saucer (Item 17)
1 blue transfer print pearlware(?) saucer (Item 18)
2 aqua container glass
1 redware beaded handle (jug?) (burned) (Item 19)
coal sample
21 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (fluted pattern) (Item 6)
13 unidentified nails
40 bone
Lot 45
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (Item 6)
28 red transfer print whiteware saucer 6” diameter with backstamp “STONE CHINA/
CYRENE/ W. ADAMS & SON” and impressed mark “ADAMS” (Item 17)
3 red transfer print whiteware saucer (unidentified pattern) (Item 20)
15 black transfer print pearlware (?) saucer (Item 18)
13 relief decorated whiteware pitcher (early style) (Item 21)
6 undecorated whiteware
3 relief decorated whiteware saucer (ribbed) (Item 22)
31 relief decorated soft paste porcelain round bowl (Item 23)
7 undecorated soft paste porcelain octagonal (?) bowl (Item 24)
37 clear glass fluted tumblers (pontiled?) (Item 25-26)
1 clear glass round tumbler (with etched floral design) (Item 27)
1 unidentified fluted glass container (?) (Item 28)
15 dark green glass case bottle applied tool lip finish, embossed “…ARSAP…/…ALBA…/
N…” (Item 29)
5 aqua glass Gothic-shaped condiment jar (2 ¾” square base with graphite pontil;) (Item 30)
5 lead pressed glass cup plate (star pattern) (Item 31)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter) (Item 32)
Lot 46
1 purple transfer print whiteware plate (Item 2)
2 black transfer print pearlware (?) plate (Item 33)
1 hand painted (broad blue floral with brown stems) whiteware hollowware (Item 34)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware impressed mark “ADAMS”
3 machine cut nails
1 large (1 ¼” diameter) steel/ cast iron “plug” with slotted head (Item 35)
4 kaolin pipe (Item 36)
10 aqua glass vial (dip molded 1 ½” round base; unknown height, fragile lip) (Item 37)
3 aqua bottle (log neck, applied tool double bead finish, gothic-paneled side; pepper sauce
bottle ?) (Item 38)
14 lead glass fluted cruet (pontiled) (Item 39)
29 aqua window glass
26 bone
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Lot 47
2 brown transfer print whiteware plate (with scalloped edge) (Item 40)
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain
1 blue transfer printed whiteware cup (Item 41)
Lot 48
1 purple transfer print whiteware plate (Item 2)
8 annular decorated (blue and tan stripes with “dots”) pearlware 6” Chinese shaped bowl
(Item 42)
1 undecorated 10” yellowware plate (Item 43)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (?) (Item 44)
1 pearlware serving bowl lid (knob) (Item 45)
2 aqua condiment jar (gothic panels) (Item 30)
2 lead glass ribbed tumbler (pontiled) (Item 46)
1 aqua glass vial (dip molded, 1 3/16” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall, fragile lip finish (Item 47)
Lot 49
11 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware burned
1 blue transfer print whiteware serving vessel(?) lid (Item 1)
7 green transfer print whiteware plate (Item 2)
1 purple transfer print whiteware plate (Item 3)
1 relief decorated ironstone saucer (Item 4)
1 blue edge decorated whiteware bowl with beaded edge
1 Albany/Albany earthenware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
2 extruded stoneware drain tile
1 dark green glass
3 aqua glass
5 aqua proprietary medicine bottle base (2 piece mold, embossed “…RK”) (Item 5)
1 round aqua bottle base (3-piece plate bottom mold)
4 aqua window glass
1 machine cut (?) nail
4 bone
Lot 50
3 undecorated whiteware
4 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated pearlware serving vessel (Item 7)
1 redware
1 Albany glazed stoneware
1 blue edge decorated whiteware bowl with beaded edge (Item 8)
1 blue edge decorated whiteware lidded bowl (Item 9)
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5 Rockingham glazed yellowware (Item 10)
2 chimney globe glass with flanged base (Item 11)
1 fluted tumbler base (Item 12)
1 hand blown glass handle (Item 13)
2 aqua container glass
1 green container glass
9 aqua window glass
1 machine cut (?) nail
8 bone
1 shell (conch shell/whelk)
Lot 51
16 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware burned
1 black transfer print whiteware
1 purple transfer print whiteware
1 blue hand painted whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware saucer
2 undecorated ironstone saucer
2 undecorated soft paste porcelain
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain plate
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain bowl (?)
2 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware bottle neck
1 porcelain toy saucer
1 Parian vase (?)
1 porcelain hand painted doll leg
5 redware
1 redware jug neck
1 stoneware jug handle
3 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
1 Albany slipped jigger molded mixing bowl
1 extruded stoneware drain tile
plaster sample
coal sample
3 dark green container glass
1 aqua container burned
3 aqua container
3 clear container
3 fluted tumbler
1 aqua Scroll (?) whiskey flask
1 blue glass 4 hole button (.41” diameter)
16 aqua window glass
15 machine cut (?)
22 bone
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Lot 52
2 purple transfer print whiteware handleless cup
1 blue transfer print whiteware 10” bowl
5 aqua window glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
3 machine cut (?) nails
7 bone
Lot 53
1 undecorated whiteware
2 clear glass mustard or condiment jar
2 annular decorated (blue and tan stripes with “dots”) pearlware 6” Chinese striped bowl
1 aqua glass bottle (2-piece mold, 1 3/16” base x 3” height, pontiled base with fragile lip)
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (?)
1-4 hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
3 aqua window glass
1 machine cut (?) nail
3 bone
Lot 54
1 undecorated whiteware cup
1 undecorated whiteware
1 red transfer print whiteware double curved shaped cup
brick sample
plaster sample
coal sample
1 large clinker
1 dark green container glass
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 salt glazed stoneware
7 machine cut (?) nails
12 bone
Lot 55
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware pitcher (?)
1 undecorated whiteware saucer
3 relief decorated (ribbed) ironstone saucer with impressed mark “IMPROVED/
PEARLWARE/ C. MEIGH [& SON?]”
1 relief decorated (ribbed) ironstone plate or platter
1 ironstone handle
2 undecorated porcelain octagonal (?) bowl
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
1 clear glass container
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1 aqua round vial lip (fragile lip)
1 aqua round vial (dip molded, 1 1/8” diameter base x 2 ¾” tall pontiled fragile lipped)
1 clay marble
1 hard rubber comb
1 partial 3-piece metal button
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
4 aqua window glass
11 machine cut (?) nails
42 bone
charcoal sample
brick sample
Lot 56
15 undecorated whiteware
2 flow blue transfer print whiteware
1 green transfer print whiteware cup
2 blue edge decorated whiteware platter or serving vessel
1 blue sponge decorated whiteware cup
3 purple transfer print plate with scalloped edge (MNV=2)
1 purple transfer print plate with backstamp “…OGNA”
1 undecorated whiteware saucer
2 relief decorated ribbed whiteware 6” saucer
1 undecorated oval small platter with impressed mark “IRONSTONE/ CHINA/ E.
CHALLINER & CO.”
3 undecorated handleless whiteware cups (St. Denis shape)
1 relief decorated (ribbed) whiteware octagonal platter
3 soft paste porcelain octagonal bowl
1 soft paste porcelain scalloped edge round bowl
6 soft paste porcelain
1 undecorated whiteware flatware with backstamp “IMPERIAL/ IRONSTONE/ JOH…”
1 relief decorated porcelain saucer toy
2 undecorated whiteware burned
4 redware
1 salt glazed stoneware
3 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 hand painted stoneware marble
2 lead glass (?) container base
2 dark green container
1 aqua melted glass
16 ribbed lead glass(?) tumblers
4 clear chimney globe with flanged base
1 aqua proprietary medicine bottle embossed “…ND”
2 aqua gothic paneled jar/ bottle
6 aqua round bottle/ jar
4 aqua round vial (dip molded, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall, fragile lip)
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4 aqua window glass
brick sample
charcoal sample
1 large handforged iron pintle
11 machine cut (?) nails
42 bone
Lot 57
2 undecorated whiteware
1 blue edge decorated whiteware bowl with beaded edge
1 blue edge decorated lidded bowl
9 purple transfer print whiteware plate (2 different patterns)
4 hand painted polychrome (large floral) whiteware saucer
3 blue transfer print whiteware cups
1 large square (?) pearlware bowl base
11 redware bowl 9” diameter
1 redware burned
1 lead glass tumbler base
3 machine cut (?) nails
5 bone
5 aqua window glass
plaster sample
Lot 58
14 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted whiteware cup
1 blue transfer print whiteware saucer (?)
1 purple transfer print whiteware
1 relief decorated whiteware saucer
1 undecorated soft paste porcelain
1 yellowware
2 annular decorated whiteware bowl
5 redware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot
1 red paste agate door knob
brick sample
mortar sample
plaster sample
6 aqua body glass
1 amber body glass
1 dark green body glass
4 clear body glass
1 chimney globe base flanged
1 aqua scroll whiskey flask base (2-piece mold, pontiled)
3 lead glass container
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1 4-hole bone button (.62” diameter)
1 solid bone button (.54” diameter)
16 aqua window glass
5 machine cut (?) nails
28 bone
Lot 59
1 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware
2 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
1 dark green container glass
plaster sample
brick sample
1 clear glass bottle (Blake shape, 1” x 1 ¾” x 4 3/16” tall, tapered body, improved tool patent
lip, embossed side panels “ROCHESTER/ CHEMICAL WORKS”
2 bone
Lot 60
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone saucer
2 undecorated whiteware oval platter
1 relief decorated whiteware 9 ½” diameter plate with backstamp “STONE CHINA/ JAMES
EDWARDS/ & SON, DALE HALL” and illegible impressed mark
1 purple transfer print whiteware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 redware 10” diameter x 4” tall mixing bowl/ milk pan (base has evidence of open hearth
cooking)
6 aqua window glass
5 machine cut nails
1 hard rubber barrette
8 fluted tumblers
1 clear glass stemware base
1 clear chimney glass
6 aqua container
1 aqua glass jar (4” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool jar lid with interior shelf,
graphite pontil)
32 bone
Lot 61
3 relief decorated ironstone serving vessel
Lot 62
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware base
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INTRODUCTION
Archaeological investigation of the yard behind the Dean House (HS-13) at the Lincoln Home
National Historic Site in Springfield, Illinois, sought the location of middle nineteenth-century
outbuildings and other landscape features. In addition to artifacts, eight subsurface features
yielded a total of more than 500 animal remains (Table 1). The faunal collections from these
features were analyzed in order to learn details about family purchasing and consumer patterns
related to subsistence practices in the Lincoln Home neighborhood. Considered together with the
numerous artifacts that were recovered in these deposits, a profile can be gleaned of the various
Dean House inhabitants from the middle nineteenth through the early twentieth century.

METHODS
Animal remains from the Dean House site were examined at the Illinois State Museum’s
Research and Collections Center in Springfield, where an extensive collection of modern
vertebrate skeletons and freshwater mussel shells are available for reference. Information for
each identified specimen and each lot of unidentified specimens was entered on tags that were
printed on acid-free, archive-quality paper. Specimens and accompanying tags were placed
within 2 mil or 4 mil polyethylene zipper bags. Included on the specimen tags is information on
archaeological provenience, animal taxon represented, anatomical element, side, portion of
element, condition of epiphyseal closure (if present), completeness, weight of the specimen in
grams, natural modifications (e.g., carnivore- and/or rodent-gnawing), and cultural modifications
(e.g., burning and cut marks). Standard lengths of fish were estimated for each identified bone
by referring to bones from modern fish of known size in the comparative collection. Single
specimen counts were tallied in the case of refitted broken specimens as well as rejoined
epiphyses and shafts. All information was then entered into computer files in order to facilitate
the analysis.
Summary calculations are presented in tables and include the number of identified specimens
(NISP), minimum number of individuals (MNI) per taxon, total weight of specimens per taxon in
grams, and biomass (in kg) for each taxon. Scientific and common names for animals follow the
Integrated Taxonomic Information System (ITIS) website. Estimates of MNI were calculated
from individual features, from distinct fill episodes within features (e.g., primary fill as distinct
from secondary fill), and from the site at large based on element, symmetry, element portion, and
biological age or body size. Biomass estimates were derived from allometric scaling. As
described by Reitz and Scarry (1985:18), “the weight of the archaeological bone is used in an
allometric formula [see Reitz and Scarry 1985:67] to predict the quantity of biomass for the
skeletal mass recovered rather than the total original weight of the individual animal represented
by the recovered bone.” This approach avoids the problem of basing meat estimates on MNI and
determining whether the meat from entire animals was consumed at the site from which the
archaeological sample was acquired. Despite the problems inherent in the various techniques
used to estimate biomass and usable or edible meat, the interpretive value of such measures are
the relative importance of the various taxa rather than the absolute quantities.
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For historical sites, perhaps as significant as identifying various species in a faunal assemblage is
distinguishing skeletal portions for the larger mammals from which meat was procured. Different
meat preferences among individual persons and social groups, different values of various
animals and secondary butchering units, changes in butchering practices over time, and
differences in butchering practices between rural and urban settings can contribute to
interpretations of socioeconomic status and prosperity. These topics have been explored for
different settings by various authors (e.g., Hattori and Kosta 1990; Price 1985; Rothschild and
Balkwill 1993; and Schulz and Gust 1983). The large mammal remains recovered from the Dean
House site were tabulated by skeletal portion for each species, and cattle remains were also
classified by secondary butchering unit and ranked by price following Schulz and Gust
(1983:48). This information is providing additional data for which to view the various sites at the
Lincoln Home National Historic Site as social and historical components of a complex
neighborhood instead of simply as an aggregate of individual houses (Mansberger 1987; Martin
and Mansberger 1987).

DISCUSSION
The species composition of all animal remains from the Dean House site exhibits a surprising
array of mammals, birds, fish, and mollusks (Table 2). These animals include local wild and
domesticated species, imported foods, and exotic non-food specimens. The species composition
of the surface collection and each of the features is presented in Tables 3 through 15. During the
analysis of the faunal assemblage we observed a qualitative difference in the animal remains that
were recovered from features having zones of primary fill as differentiated from secondary fill.
This is quantitatively expressed in Table 1 where the average weight per specimen was found to
be consistently larger in the primary fill of Features 2, 5, and 6 than in the respective secondary
fill zones. This seems to reflect greater trampling of specimens prior to their final redeposition in
the secondary fill.
Identified mammal remains contributed 70.6% of all identified animal remains by specimen
count and 94.2% by estimated biomass. Within the mammal class, cattle constitutes 43% of the
identified mammal remains by count and 63.2% of the identified mammal biomass. Pig and
ovicaprids were important supplements in that each taxa contributed near equivalent proportions
by specimen count (ca. 20% of the identified mammal remains for each) and biomass (ca. 14%
of the biomass from identified mammals for each). Three white-tailed deer bones were
encountered: a femur from a subadult in the primary fill of Feature 2, an innominate bone from a
male in Feature 8, and an innominate bone from a female in the mixed fill of Features 8, 9, and
10. Small mammals include eastern cottontail and grey squirrel. Recovered in addition to food
items were two probable dogs (found in Feature 6 and the mixed fill of Features 8, 9, and 10), a
kitten (found in Feature 4), and Old World rats. Avian remains consist of five taxa, but chickens
and turkey dominate the class by bone count and estimated biomass, respectively.
Imported food species are from aquatic habitats. A right posttemporal from a large Atlantic cod
(greater that 80 cm in standard length) was found in Feature 8. Both the lateral and mesial
processes of the forked bone were severed in the same cutting stroke. Klippel and Falk illustrate
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the identical processing modification resulting from when the fresh cod was “cut by the
‘throater’ in the process of separating the sides from the head” (2002:32). The boxed dried cod
were then shipped great distances by rail and boat. Also imported from the Atlantic Ocean, two
eastern oyster shells were discovered in the mixed fill of Features 8, 9, and 10. The Great Lakes
to the north was the source of lake whitefish, which was represented in Feature 9 by three bones
(right dentary, left and right preoperculi) from a 40 to 50 cm long (standard length) individual.
Bogue (2000:150) notes, “The excellence of whitefish as food made them the most sought after
commercial species of the Great Lakes.” As early as 1845 fish cars were being used to transport
fresh fish from Mackinac Island to Cleveland (Bogue 2000:42). Interestingly, in light of its
presence at the Dean House site, the whitefish harvest in the Great Lakes had likely “peaked and
was already in decline” during the period of 1850 to 1870 (Bogue 2000:151).
Two exotic animal specimens do not represent food items, but instead seem to be personallycollected objects that were valued as curiosities. A whole shell of the channeled whelk,
measuring 135 mm in length, was recovered from the mixed fill of Features 8, 9, and 10. This
large marine gastropod occurs in the Atlantic Ocean coastal waters from Massachusetts to
Florida (Abbott 1974:223). Coincidently, this is the same provenience from which the eastern
oyster shells were found. Discovered on the surface of Feature 7 was an oval section (45-52 mm
in diameter) of ivory that was sawed to a thickness of 22 mm. In consultation with vertebrate
paleontologist Dr. Jeffrey Saunders, and by use of the Illinois State Museum zoology collection,
we were able to verify that the archaeological specimen is a section of tusk from either an
African or an Asian elephant.
Tables 16 through 19 present anatomical details about the various large domesticated mammals
identified from specific deposits at the Dean House site. In the case of cattle (Table 16),
vertebrae were most numerous, followed by fragments of ribs, proximal forequarter elements,
and proximal hindquarter elements (including the pelvis). There is little in the way of animal
remains to indicate cattle butchering waste. Similarly, skeletal portions of pig (Table 18) and
ovicaprid (Table 19) reflect meat-cut preferences and not processing waste. When considered in
terms of secondary butchering units, the meat categories of beef suggest that the Dean House
inhabitants primarily purchased expensive and moderately-expensive cuts of beef (Table 17).
More than 50% of the specimens from identified butchering units are from the most expensive
retail cuts–the short loin and sirloin.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of animal remains from various contexts behind the Dean House results in an
overall impression of prosperity for the inhabitants. The beef butchering units consist mainly of
expensive cuts, and the skeletal portions of pig and ovicaprids are consistent with selective
consumer choices. Although not abundant, the mere presence of specimens of Atlantic cod, lake
whitefish, and eastern oyster suggest preferences and abilities to purchase imported food items.
The discovery of exotic items such as a sawed piece of elephant tusk and a large marine shell
also imply an interest in objects that could not be easily acquired in central Illinois during the
mid-nineteenth century. The uniqueness of individual households within the Lincoln Home
neighborhood will best be recognized when additional lots are investigated in comparable detail,
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and then compared and contrasted to one another. The historical faunal assemblages from these
sites will contribute important insights into these investigations.
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Table 1
Dean House Site faunal assemblage by provenience

Provenience

Number of
specimens (NSP)

NSP
Wt (g)

Ave Wt (g)
per Specimen

Surface collections

16

207.7

13.3

Feature 2, primary fill

67

842.1

12.6

Feature 2, secondary fill

32

63.7

2.0

Feature 4

15

140.9

9.4

Feature 5, primary fill

13

176.0

13.5

Feature 5, secondary fill

18

88.8

4.9

Feature 6, primary fill

72

583.9

8.1

8

29.9

3.7

Feature 7

130

628.9

4.8

Feature 8

78

414.4

5.3

Feature 9

31

135.8

4.4

Feature 10

29

197.9

6.8

Features 8, 9, 10, mixed

69

496.8

7.2

578

4,006.8

6.9

Feature 6, secondary fill

Totals
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Table 2
Species composition of all animal remains from the Dean House Site

MAMMALS
Eastern cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Gray squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis
Old World rat, Rattus sp.
Unidentified small rodent, Muridae
Dog/coyote, Canis sp.
Domestic cat, Felis sylvestris
African/Asian elephant, Elephantidae
Pig, Sus scrofa
White-tailed deer, Odocoileus virginianus
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
cf. Goat, Capra hircus
Sheep, Ovis aries
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Small bovid, Bos (calf)/Ovis/Capra
Unidentified very large mammal
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal
Unidentified small mammal
BIRDS
Canada goose, Branta canadensis
Duck spp., Anatinae
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Rock dove, Columba livia
Unidentified bird
FISH
Buffalo, Ictiobus sp.
Lake whitefish, Coregonus clupeiformis

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

NISP 1

MNI 2

NISP
Wt (g)

24
1
8
1
3
2
1
56
3
120
1
16
42
1
5
83
58
5

3
1
2
1
2
1
1
5
2
3
1
3
—
—
—
—
—
—

18.6
.5
3.9
.1
7.0
1.0
50.1
505.7
56.1
2284.4
8.1
273.6
199.1
2.4
47.2
188.1
32.4
.8

.423
.014
—
—
—
—
—
8.765
1.076
38.286
.173
4.744
3.530
.058
.934
3.596
.739
.022

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0
11/3
0/0
91/4
0/1
4/3
9/5
1/0
3/1
34/0
2/0
0/0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
4
0
0
1
0
1
26
13
0

1/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
4/0
0/0
5/2
0/0
4/1
1/2
0/0
0/0
4/5
1/0
0/0

11
3
61
26
7
15

3
2
9
4
1
—

36.0
3.5
78.8
97.6
1.8
6.7

.549
.068
1.327
1.545
—
.131

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0
0
1
0
0
1

5/0
0/0
5/0
2/1
0/0
2/0

1
3

1
1

.8
.3

.025
.012

0/0
0/0

0
0

0/0
0/0
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Atlantic cod, Gadus morhua
UNIDENTIFIED VERTEBRATA
GASTROPOD
Channeled whelk, Busycopypus canaliculatus
BIVALVES
Eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica
Unidentified freshwater mussel
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

1

1

.7

.014

0/1

0

0/0

10

—

2.5

—

0/0

1

0/0

1

1

78.9

—

0/0

0

0/0

2
7
578
395
68.3

1
1
50
49

15.0
5.1
4006.8
3724.0
92.9

—
—
66.031
60.609
91.8

0/0
0/0
155/18
116/17

1
0
50
8

0/0
0/0
34/11
27/6

1 Number of identified specimens.
2 Minimum number of individuals.
3 Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates are presented
for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 3
Species composition of animal remains from general surface collections at the Dean House Site

MAMMALS
African/Asian elephant, Elephantidae
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified very large mammal
Unidentified large mammal
BIVALVES
Unidentified freshwater mussel
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

NISP1

MNI 2

NISP
Wt (g)

1
2
1
2
3

1
1
1
—
—

50.1
119.5
2.7
24.4
5.9

—
1.948
.064
.466
.130

1/0
2/0
0/0
1/1
1/0

0
0
0
0
1

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

7
16
3
18.8

1
4
4

5.1
207.7
172.3
83.0

—
2.608
2.012
77.1

0/0
5/1
3/0

0
1
0

0/0
0/0
0/0

1 Number of identified specimens.
2 Minimum number of individuals.
3 Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 4
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 2 primary fill

MAMMALS
Norway rat, Rattus norvegicus
Pig, Sus scrofa
White-tailed deer, Odocoileus virginianus
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
cf. Goat, Capra hircus
Sheep, Ovis aries
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal
BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

NISP1

MNI 2

NISP
Wt (g)

1
5
1
19
1
6
15
3
2

1
1
1
2
1
2
—
—
—

.4
110.9
33.7
402.5
8.1
140.2
102.9
5.9
4.3

—
1.822
.624
5.811
.173
2.249
1.703
.130
.098

0/0
1/0
0/0
15/1
0/1
3/2
3/2
1/0
1/0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/1
0/0
0/0
1/1
0/0
1/0

8
6
67
62
92.5

2
1
11
11

10.0
23.2
842.1
831.9
98.8

.166
.357
13.133
12.905
98.3

0/1
0/0
24/6
22/6

0
0
1
1

0/0
0/0
2/2
1/2

1 Number of identified specimens.
2 Minimum number of individuals.
3 Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 5
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 2 secondary fill

NISP1

MNI 2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

MAMMALS
Old World rat, Rattus sp.
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal

1
5
1
1
8

1
2
1
—
—

.5
44.2
.8
1.7
3.5

—
.796
.022
.042
.081

0/0
3/0
0/0
1/0
0/0

0
0
0
0
0

0/0
1/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

BIRDS
Duck sp., Anatinae
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus

2
5

2
2

1.5
9.1

.030
.152

0/0
0/0

0
0

0/0
0/0

9
32
14
43.8

—
8
8

2.4
63.7
56.1
88.1

—
1.123
1.000
89.0

0/0
4/0
3/0

1
1
0

0/0
1/0
1/0

UNIDENTIFIED VERTEBRATA
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

1 Number of identified specimens.
2 Minimum number of individuals.
3 Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 6
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 4

NISP1
MAMMALS
Domestic cat, Felis sylvestris
Pig, Sus scrofa
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

MNI2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomas
s
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

2
5
4

1
1
1

1.0
51.9
79.0

—
.920
1.342

0/0
1/1
4/0

0
0
0

0/0
0/0
0/0

3
1
15
15
100.0

1
1
5
5

1.7
7.3
140.9
140.9
100.0

.033
.125
2.420
2.420
100.0

0/0
0/0
5/1
3/0

0
0
0
0

2/0
0/0
2/0
1/0

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 7
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 5 primary fill

NISP1
MAMMALS
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Cattle/sheep/goat, Bovidae
BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

NISP
Wt (g)

MNI2

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

9
1

1
1

170.8
2.4

2.687
.058

9/0
1/0

0
0

0/0
0/0

3
13
13
100.0

2
4
4

2.8
176.0
176.0
100.0

.052
2.797
2.797
100.0

0/0
10/0
10/0

0
0
0

0/0
0/0
0/0

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 8
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 5 secondary fill

NISP1
MAMMALS
Eastern cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Pig, Sus scrofa
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Unidentified large mammal
BIRDS
Canada goose, Branta canadensis
Duck sp., Anatinae
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

MNI2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

1
1
3
8

1
1
1
—

1.6
25.4
38.7
15.6

.040
.483
5.610
.312

0/0
1/0
3/0
5/0

0
0
0
1

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

1
1
2
1
18
10
55.6

1
1
2
1
8
8

2.6
2.0
1.2
1.7
88.8
73.2
82.4

.049
.038
.024
.033
6.589
6.277
95.3

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
9/0
10/0

0
0
0
0
1
0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 9
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 6 primary fill

NISP1
MAMMALS
Old World rat, Rattus sp.
cf. Domestic dog, Canis cf. familiaris
Pig, Sus scrofa
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep, Ovis aries
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified very large mammal
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal
BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Unidentified medium bird
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

MNI2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

1
2
5
25
1
4
1
14
10

1
1
1
2
1
1
—
—
—

.3
6.0
68.7
385.8
16.3
22.9
15.7
27.3
6.7

—
—
1.184
5.594
.324
.440
.314
.516
.146

0/0
0/0
1/0
20/1
0/0
1/1
1/0
7/0
1/0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
6

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/1
0/0

3
4
2
72
45
62.5

2
1
—
10
10

3.8
29.8
.6
583.9
533.6
91.4

.069
.449
.013
9.049
8.060
89.1

0/0
0/0
0/0
31/2
22/2

0
0
0
13
0

0/0
0/1
0/0
0/2
0/1

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 10
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 6 secondary fill

MNI 2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

1
1
2
1
2

1
1
—
—
—

9.9
6.7
7.1
3.1
1.8

.207
.146
.154
.073
.045

1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
0/0

0
0
0
1
1

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

1
8
3
37.5

1
3
3

1.3
29.9
17.9
59.9

.026
.651
.379
58.2

0/0
4/0
2/0

0
2
0

0/0
0/0
0/0

NISP1
MAMMALS
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified very large mammal
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal
BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 11
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 7

MAMMALS
Eastern cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Old World rat, Rattus cf. norvegicus
Unidentified small rodent, Muridae
Pig, Sus scrofa
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep, Ovis aries
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal
Unidentified small mammal
BIRDS
Canada goose, Branta canadensis
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Unidentified medium bird
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

NISP1

MNI 2

15
4
1
12
21
1
3
17
16
5

2
1
1
2
2
1
—
—
—
—

9.5
2.3
.1
61.1
405.4
14.7
14.6
44.9
9.2
.8

.200
—
—
1.065
5.849
.296
.294
.807
.194
.022

0/0
0/0
0/0
2/0
13/1
0/0
1/0
6/0
0/0
0/0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

0/0
0/0
0/0
2/0
1/0
0/1
0/0
1/0
0/0
0/0

9
12
8
6
130
86
66.2

2
3
1
—
15
15

33.1
12.0
17.1
3.6
628.9
570.4
90.7

.493
.196
.270
.065
9.751
8.663
88.8

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
22/1
16/1

0
0
0
0
2
1

5/0
2/0
1/0
1/0
13/1
11/1

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 12
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 8

NISP1
MAMMALS
Eastern cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Gray squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis
Pig, Sus scrofa
White-tailed deer, Odocoileus virginianus
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep, Ovis aries
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal

MNI2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

1
1
11
1
10
2
7
16
10

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
—
—

2.2
.5
16.8
3.8
278.3
44.3
18.2
38.2
1.0

.053
.014
.333
.087
4.169
.798
.358
.698
.026

0/0
0/0
1/0
0/0
8/0
0/1
0/2
3/0
0/0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

1/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0
1/0
0/0
0/1
0/0

BIRDS
Canada goose, Branta canadensis
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Rock dove, Columba livia
Unidentified medium/large bird

1
4
3
7
3

1
2
1
1
—

.3
1.9
5.1
1.8
1.2

.007
.037
.090
—
.024

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0
1
0
0
1

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

FISH
Atlantic cod, Gadus morhua

1

1

.7

.014

0/1

0

0/0

1
78
48
61.5

—
14
14

.1
414.4
373.9
90.2

—
6.708
5.960
88.8

0/0
12/4
9/4

0
4
1

0/0
3/1
3/0

UNIDENTIFIED VERTEBRATA
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 13
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 9

NISP1

MNI2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

MAMMALS
Eastern cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Pig, Sus scrofa
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Unidentified large mammal

2
6
5
5

1
1
2
—

1.7
76.8
40.6
5.5

.042
1.309
.737
.122

0/0
2/1
2/1
2/1

0
0
0
0

0/0
1/0
0/0
0/0

BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Unidentified medium bird

8
2

2
—

10.2
.7

.169
.015

0/0
0/0

0
0

1/0
1/0

3
31
19
61.3

1
7
7

.3
135.8
129.6
95.4

.012
2.406
2.269
94.3

0/0
6/3
4/2

0
0
0

0/0
4/0
4/0

FISH
Lake whitefish, Coregonus clupeiformis
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 14
Species composition of animal remains from Feature 10

NISP1
MAMMALS
Eastern cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Old World rat, Rattus sp.
Pig, Sus scrofa
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep, Ovis aries
Unidentified large mammal
BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

MNI2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

1
1
1
6
4
7

1
1
1
1
1
—

.9
.4
19.9
89.2
44.2
15.5

.024
—
.388
1.497
.796
.310

0/0
0/0
1/0
4/0
1/0
4/0

0
0
0
3
0
7

0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0
2/0
1/0

7
2
29
22
75.9

2
1
8
8

15.0
12.8
197.9
182.4
92.2

.240
.208
3.463
3.153
91.0

0/0
0/0
10/0
6/0

0
0
10
3

0/0
1/0
6/0
5/0

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates
are presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 15
Species composition of animal remains from Features 8, 9, 10, mixed

NISP1
MAMMALS
Eastern cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Dog/coyote, Canis sp.
Pig, Sus scrofa
White-tailed deer, Odocoileus virginianus
Domestic cattle, Bos taurus
Sheep, Ovis aries
Sheep/goat, Ovis/Capra
Unidentified large mammal
Unidentified medium/large mammal
Unidentified medium mammal

MNI2

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)3

NSP
Sawed/
chopped

NSP
Burned

Rodent/
Carnivoregnawed

4
1
10
1
10
2
10
7
11
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
—
—
—
—

2.7
1.0
73.7
18.6
220.5
13.9
30.3
23.8
5.9
.7

.064
—
1.261
.365
3.381
.281
.567
.456
.130
.019

0/0
0/0
1/1
0/0
6/0
0/0
3/0
2/0
0/0
0/0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/1
1/0
0/1
1/1
0/0
0/0

BIRDS
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Unidentified medium/large bird

5
1
2

3
1
—

9.8
.6
.6

.163
.013
.014

0/0
0/0
0/0

0
0
0

0/0
0/0
0/0

FISH
Buffalo, Ictiobus sp.

1

1

.8

.025

0/0

0

0/0

GASTROPOD
Channeled whelk, Busycopypus canaliculatus

1

1

78.9

—

0/0

0

0/0

2
69
48
69.6

1
14
14

15.0
496.8
465.8
93.8

—
6.739
6.120
90.8

0/0
12/1
6/0

1
5
3

0/0
3/3
5/0

BIVALVES
Eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica
Grand Totals
Totals, Identified below class
Percentage identified below class

1Number of identified specimens.
2Minimum number of individuals.
3Biomass in kg was calculated from total NISP weights using allometric formulae presented by Reitz and Scarry (1985:67). No estimates are
presented for vertebrate taxa that are not considered to have been human food items.
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Table 16
Domestic cattle skeletal portions (NISP) from the Dean House Site by provenience

Provenience
Surface
collections
Feature 2,
primary fill
Feature 2,
secondary fill
Feature 4

Cranium

Isolated
teeth

Prox.
foreq.

Vert.

1

1

Feature 5,
primary fill
Feature 5,
secondary fill
Feature 6,
primary fill
Feature 6,
secondary fill
Feature 7

1

Ribs

Prox.
Pelvis hindq.

Feet

Indet.

1

1

9

6

1
1

2

2

2

3

1

1

1

14

3

5

1
10

2

1

3

Total
NISP

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)

2

119.5

1.948

1

2

19

402.5

5.811

1

1

5
4

44.2
79.0

.796
1.342

1

9

170.8

2.687

1

3

38.7

5.610

4

25

385.8

5.594

3

1
21

9.9
405.4

.207
5.849

10

278.3

4.169

5

40.6

.737

4

2

Feature 8

5

Feature 9

1

Feature 10

1

3

1

1

6

89.2

1.497

1
16

5
50

2
28

2
11

10
120

220.5
2,284.4

3.381
38.286

Features 8,
9, 10, mixed
Totals

1

1

1

4

11

0

2
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Table 17 (continued)

Provenience
Surface collections
Feature 2, primary fill

Foreshank Hindshank
1
1

Feature 2, secondary fill

Chuck
or rib

Cranial
fragments

Carpal/tarsalphalanges

Indeterminate
cuts

2
1

19

2

5

Feature 4

1

4

Feature 5, primary fill

9

Feature 5, secondary fill
Feature 6, primary fill

1

1

3

1

25

Feature 6, secondary fill

1

Feature 7

2

Feature 8

Total
NISP

2

2

1

21
10

Feature 9

5

Feature 10

1

1

Features 8, 9, 10, mixed

1

3

Totals

5

2

9

1

6
10

2

0

5

120

1After Schulz and Gust 1983:48.
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Table 18
Pig skeletal portions (NISP) from the Dean House Site by provenience

Provenience
Surface
collections
Feature 2,
primary fill
Feature 2,
secondary fill
Feature 4

Cranium

Isolated
teeth

Proximal
forequarter

Vertebrae

Ribs

Pelvis

Total
NISP

Foot

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)

5

110.9

1.822

0
5

51.9

.920

1

25.4

.483

5

68.7

1.184

0
1

1

1

Feature 5,
primary fill
Feature 5,
secondary fill
Feature 6,
primary fill
Feature 6,
secondary fill
Feature 7

4

3

1

Feature 8

4

0

2

1

4

3

4

1

0
12

61.1

1.065

2

2

1

2

11

16.8

.333

2

1

6

76.8

1.309

1

19.9

.388

10
56

73.7
505.7

1.261
8.765

Feature 9

1

Feature 10
Features 8,
9, 10, mixed
Totals

Proximal
hindquarter

1

2

1

1

1

0

2
8

1
9

1
12

4

2
14

4
8
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Table 19
Ovicaprid skeletal portions (NISP) from the Dean House Site by provenience
Provenience
Surface
collections
Feature 2,
primary fill
Feature 2,
secondary fill
Feature 4

Isolated
teeth

Cranium

Proximal
forequarter Vertebrae Ribs

Pelvis

Proximal
hindquarter

Foot

1
5

5

5

5

2

1

Feature 5,
primary fill
Feature 5,
secondary fill
Feature 6,
primary fill
Feature 6,
secondary fill
Feature 7

2

1

1

1
1

2

Feature 8

1

3

Total
NISP

NISP
Wt (g)

Biomass
(kg)

1

2.7

.064

22

251.2

4.125

1

.8

.022

5

39.2

.764

1

1

1
4

6.7
29.3

.146
.590

4

1

9

62.5

1.156

2

4

44.2

.796

2

12
59

44.2
480.8

.848
8.511

Feature 9
Feature 10
Features 8,
9, 10, mixed
Totals

2

0

0

4
16

6
16

12

7

2
6
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